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Saudi Arabia to break
ground on entertainment
hub this year
ConSTruCTIon of THe
recreational megaproject – Qiddiya
– in riyadh will begin this year,
according to mike reininger, Ceo of
the Qiddiya project. “Planning and
design were completed in 2018 and
will be implemented this year,”
reininger told Arab News.

Qiddiya will be located about
40km from the city centre.

The project targets local, regional
and international tourists and will
be Saudi Arabia’s entertainment,
sports and cultural destination. It is
expected to be the world’s largest
entertainment city by 2030, with a
total area of 334 sq km, surpassing
Walt Disney World in florida, which
is only 110 sq km. 

Developing the entertainment
sector by creating high-quality
domestic and international
investments within the kingdom is
one of the main goals of Saudi
Arabia’s Vision 2030, according to
the news report. The youth will be
the main contributor to Qiddiya’s
success since two-thirds of the
population is under the age of 35. 

Bahrain voted second
best country in the 
world for expats
bAHrAIn IS THe second best
country in the world for expats to
work, according to a new survey
from HSbC. The middle east nation
overtook the uK, Switzerland and
the uAe in terms of career
opportunities, progression and
fulfilment. The survey revealed that
the top five countries for expat
workers were all outside north
America and Asia. The number one
spot belongs to Germany.

based on responses from 22,318
expats working in 163 countries,
the report measured those
destinations deemed best for
international workers along a series
of metrics — such as work/life
balance, earnings prospects and
career development. It found that
select nations in the europe, middle
east and Africa (emeA) region
scored most highly.

John Goddard, head of HSbC
expat, the offshore banking arm of
HSbC Group, said the ranking could
provide inspiration for those
looking to boost their careers with a
move overseas.

A survey by the Central statistics bureau on
direct investment in Kuwait in 2018 revealed
that foreign direct investments (FDIs) increased
in 2017 by 2.6 per cent annually to take the total
to us$24bn, which is the highest in five years.
Meanwhile, FDIs formed 40.6 per cent
(us$10.23mn) of total investments in 2017,
increasing by us$643.56mn in 2017 compared
to only us$24.42mn in 2016.

Other investments formed 35.6 per cent
(us$8.91bn) by the end of 2017 compared to 33.1
per cent in the previous year. Also FDIs in financial
derivatives formed 21.8 per cent of the total
investments (us$5.28bn), followed by financial
portfolios with two per cent (us$512.54mn).

In addition, FDIs in Kuwait had showed slight
increases in the period of 2013-2017 by
reaching us$10.23bn by the end of 2017

compared to us$9.9bn in the previous year – an
increase of us$106.6mn.

relative distribution of FDI assets in Kuwait as
per beneficiary sector by the end of 2017
showed the telecommunication sector had the
lion’s share of 38.4 per cent (us$3.93bn),
followed by investment companies with 27.4 per
cent (us$2,811.88mn), industrial companies
with 12.4 per cent (us$1,274.59mn) and the
banking sector with 9.7 per cent (us$997.36mn).

Central statistics bureau director sami Al-Ali
said the survey is a local and regional statistical
requirement that effectively affects building
databases and statistical indexes that
contribute in executing statistical goals and
policies related to development as well as
supporting the vision 2035 of turning Kuwait
into a commercial and financial hub.

FDI in Kuwait hits US$24bn, survey reports

A number of economic
officials and analysts have
affirmed that the outlook for
the uAe economy is highly
positive despite global
headwinds.

The country’s real gross
domestic product (GDP) is
expected to grow 3.7 per cent
this year, higher than the 2.9
per cent forecast for 2018 and
the 0.8 per cent growth
achieved in 2017, according to
the latest economic outlook
figures from the International
monetary fund (Imf).

The International monetary fund (Imf) in
october hiked the uAe’s growth forecast for 2018
and 2019 on the back of higher oil prices,
continued reforms to promote the private sector
and increased government spending.

“With oil production and government spending
set to rise, overall growth is projected to
strengthen to 2.9 per cent this year and 3.7 per
cent next year,” Imf had said.

Speaking to the Emirates News Agency, Juma
mohammad Al Kait, assistant under-Secretary for
foreign trade affairs at the ministry of economy,
said that the geopolitical developments are
unlikely to moderate the economic growth of the
uAe, a trend in line with Imf projections of strong
growth in the country in 2018 and 2019.

“The positive outlook for the country’s economy
has been affirmed by the advanced ranking across
several global competitiveness indices,” he said.

“The uAe jumped 10 places in the World bank’s
ease of Doing business ranking to 11th position
globally in 2019 from 21st position last year to lead

the Arab world for the sixth consecutive year. The
country is fast closing in to become one among the
top 10 in the ease of Doing business ranking of 190
countries by the World bank.”

He added that uAe jumped in the
competitiveness rankings in 2018, after having
made tremendous progress in the last few years. 

radhwa radhwan, an economic expert, noted
that the uAe economy has gone a long way in 2018
and survived several economic headwinds,
generated by the current geopolitical
developments, growing 2.8 per cent in 2018, higher
than the 0.7 per cent growth achieved in 2017.

According to World bank’s January 2019 Global
Economic Prospects, growth among oil exporters is
expected to pick up slightly this year, as GCC
countries as a group accelerate to a 2.6 per cent
rate from two per cent in 2018. 

“Higher investment and regulatory reforms are
anticipated to support stronger growth in the GCC.
Iran is forecast to contract by 3.6 per cent in 2019
as sanctions bite,” World bank said.

The UAE economy has survived several
economic headwinds, generated by the

current geopolitical developments.
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DubAI eleCTrICITy AnD Water Authority (DeWA) has made a
new world record by reducing losses in its water networks to 6.6
per cent, compared to 15 per cent in north America, making it
one of the lowest in the world. 

“At DeWA, we work in line with the vision and directives of HH
Sheikh mohammed bin rashid Al maktoum, Vice-President and
Prime minister of the uAe and ruler of Dubai, to further develop
Dubai’s competitiveness and strengthen its global position across
all areas. DeWA’s latest achievement in reducing losses in water
transmission and distribution networks, from 42 per cent in
1988, to 6.6 per cent, confirms the success of its strategy in
preparing for the future through scientific planning, innovation,
using the latest technologies in water production, transmission
and distribution, as well as control of water networks. 

“It also highlights its strategy to increase the efficiency and
reliability of Dubai’s electricity and water networks. This
contributes to meeting the rapid growth in Dubai, thereby
contributing to the social and economic prosperity of the
emirate. This achievement comes shortly after the uAe,
represented by DeWA, was ranked first globally, for the second
consecutive year, with scores of 100 per cent in all ‘Getting
electricity’ indicators in the World bank’s Doing business 2019
report. The report measures the ease of doing business in 190
economies around the world,” said Saeed mohammed Al Tayer,
mD and Ceo of DeWA.

Al Tayer said that DeWA will continue its efforts to enhance
Dubai’s entire water network by updating old connections and
meters, and developing new transmission and distribution networks
that conform to the highest international standards.

It has introduced a supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) system to monitor the water network, enabling an optimal
and efficient network operation. It also uses the latest equipment to
scan the transmission and distribution networks to prevent cracks
from causing leaks in the system.

Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer is
the MD and CEO of DEWA.

Dubai achieves global
milestone in saving water
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MOrOCCAn MInIster OF energy, Mines
and sustainable Development, Aziz
rabbah announced that Morocco has
earmarked us$14bn of investment for the
energy sector between 2017 and 2023.

the projects are underway and concern
mainly renewable energy, rabbah said at
the ninth General Assembly of the
International renewable energy Agency
(IrenA) in Abu Dhabi.

Major companies from Asia, europe, the
us, and the Arab world, in addition to
Moroccan companies are carrying out the
energy projects, which indicates the
attractiveness of the Moroccan market,

rabbah added.
the strategy aims to enhance security in

the energy sector in Morocco and to respond
to the increasing demand for energy.

“We have an annual energy demand
increase of two to four per cent, and more
than 93 per cent of Morocco’s energy needs
are imported, compared to 98 per cent in
2008,” he added.

speaking to the Emirates News Agency
(WAM), the minister said, “Our energy
strategy targets increasing use of renewable
energy to 52 per cent by 2030, while
reducing consumption of conventional
energy sources by 15 per cent.”

Morocco is continuing its efforts in
rural electrification. this will include
the implementation of the last phase of
the Generalised rural electrification
Programme (PerG), which will electrify
the remaining villages, schools,
mosques and clinics. target: achieve a
rural electrification rate of 99.85 per
cent by 2020. the programme plans to
cover about 1,047 villages with 
27,699 housing units over the period
2018-20, according to the document on
major construction sites and
programmes of the Ministry of energy
and Mines 2019-21.

Morocco allocates US$14bn for energy projects

THe uAe DePArTmenT of energy has launched the ‘Abu Dhabi
Integrated energy model’ at Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week (ADSW)
2019 to provide a roadmap for the energy sector in the upcoming
period, in line with the Abu Dhabi economic Vision 2030.

The model helps outline a holistic plan for the energy sector,
determine the main tenets of sustainability in collaboration with all
partners, set strategies and action plans to promote sustainability in
various sectors to ensure efficient use of all energy resources, drive
the transition towards renewable and clean energy, and promote
new consumption habits.

eng. Awaidha murshed Al marar, chairman of the Abu Dhabi
department of energy, said, “It draws inspiration from the vision and
directives of HH Sheikh mohamed bin Zayed Al nahyan, Crown Prince
of Abu Dhabi, Deputy Supreme Commander of the uAe Armed
forces, and Chairman of the Abu Dhabi executive Council. We strive
to lead the energy sector, rallying local and international talent and
maintaining flexibility in the face of global transformations, which we
embrace and transform into success stories that inspire the world
and cement Abu Dhabi’s active role in redrawing the map of
traditional and renewable energy sources.

“We are at a pivotal stage in redrawing our strategies for the
future,” Al marar added. “We are committed to collaborating with
our strategic partners to set a new model for the energy sector that is
unprecedented in the region. The Abu Dhabi Integrated energy
model includes a new approach to the future that resonates with the
major transformations sweeping across the sector, as well as a
dynamic vision for optimising the use of renewable resources by
tapping smart technologies and solutions that improve efficiency.”

The model presents a framework that lays the groundwork for
expanding the energy sector while still bringing it together as one
integrated unit, encompassing everything from oil, gas and nuclear
energy to water, electricity and renewable, clean energy. It asserts
the department of energy’s critical role in integrating efforts from all
strategic partners in the sector, paying special attention to the issue
of energy security, which will be a priority over the coming period,
where various scenarios will be outlined to balance supply and
demand in Abu Dhabi’s energy sector. It also covers all aspects of
energy production, distribution and consumption, allowing for
harmony and integration among all institutions and partners in the
energy sector, all while clearly defining roles and responsibilities.

The new model will bring about drastic transformations in the
energy sector in Abu Dhabi through a set of new policies that will
enhance productivity in the sector over the coming two decades,
boosting its contribution to the national economy and development
efforts. It will help reduce carbon emissions by advocating for cleaner
and renewable energy sources, as well as advanced technologies that
curb waste in energy, all while creating new job opportunities.

The new model provides an analytical tool that compares potential
policies for Abu Dhabi in order to address such issues as cost, supply
chain security, economic development, and environmental impact,
among others. This, in turn, provides decision makers with accurate
data to use in order to overcome challenges and achieve Abu Dhabi’s
vision. The decision makers draw a holistic picture covering all
aspects of the energy sector.

Higher Committee for energy
The committee would include strategic partners and relevant
authorities in Abu Dhabi to harmonise efforts towards ensuring the
success of the Abu Dhabi Integrated energy model and to inform
policy options – in collaboration with a taskforce from the Abu Dhabi
department of energy – raising awareness of the benefits the model
provides, which, in turn, maximises value and return for all partners.

The first of its kind in the region, the model was launched under the theme ‘Energy: A
Power that Shapes the Future’.
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ThE sauDI arabIaN
Mining Company
(Ma’aden) has
announced to use the
dual-pressure ammonia
process developed by
thyssenkrupp Industrial
solutions in the new
phosphate 3 ammonia
plant at its fertiliser complex.

as a subcontractor of the south Korean company Daelim
Industrial Co Ltd, thyssenkrupp is providing the process licence
and extensive engineering, supply and monitoring services.
http://www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com/manufacturing

ON THE WEB
A round up of the leading developments and innovations recently featured on Technical Review Middle East’s online portal.
To read more or to stay up to date with the latest industry news, visit www.technicalreview.me

10 Developments

www.technicalreview.me

arID COuNTrIEs LIKE Kuwait are
increasingly focusing on techniques
using stable isotopes to assess their
groundwater resources and meet the
challenge to manage these
freshwater resources in a sustainable
way for their growing population.

National efforts focus on
investigating groundwater resources
using isotope hydrology in
combination with physico-chemical
methods, evaluating precipitation recharge and establishing an
optimum water production strategy.
http://www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com/power-a-water

The technique is based on the
natural “tagging” water carries of
various isotopes.

Isotope hydrology for water
management in Kuwait

Dr LIaM FOx Mp, international
trade secretary in the uK, has
announced a us$36.17mn contract
to upgrade bahrain water treatment
plant with support from the uK
Export Finance (uKEF).

The aim is  to support water and
wastewater specialist bluewater
bio’s contract with bahrain Ministry of Works. This project aims to
improve the lives of  people living in the Tubli bay area.
http://www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com/power-a-water

The initiative aims to improve
Bahrain’s water treatment network. 

thyssenkrupp ammonia plant.

US$36.17mn contract for
Bahrain’s water network

DubaI has bEEN crowned as the ‘Champion City’ of the district
cooling sector globally at the eighth edition of the International
District Energy association (IDEa) District Cooling Conference and
Tradeshow 2018, showcasing a cooling capacity of about two million
refrigerator tonnes.

ahmad bin shafar, CEO of Empower, was named 2018 IDEa Global
leader. The conference was held for three days under the patronage of
sheikh ahmed bin saeed al Maktoum, chairman of the Dubai supreme
Council of Energy as well as chairman of Emirates airlines Group.

bin shafar said, “District cooling is recognised as a proven and key
climate solution for cities, and we are pleased that the conference
this year has been a strategic learning opportunity for industry
experts to acquire global expertise, innovation and solutions.”
http://www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com/power-a-water

Dubai crowned ‘Champion City’ for
district cooling solutions

sauDI arabIa-basED INvEsTOr and developer aCWa power
has won the deal for the largest independent water desalination
plant rabigh 3 IWp – further expanding its desalination capacity in
saudi arabia.

The water purchase agreement was signed by abdulrahman bin
abdulmohsen al-Fadley, minister of environment, water and
agriculture and chairman of water and electricity company (WEC)
as it will act as the off-taker of the project.

amongst 55 expressions of interest and five bidders, aCWa
power submitted the lowest tariff at us$0.53 per cu/m and was
selected to develop the desalination plant alongside the saudi
brothers Commercial Company (sbCC) in rabigh, saudi arabia.
http://www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com/power-a-water

ENOC GrOup has extended its rFID-based technology to fuel
terminals two and three of Dp World to serve its fleet of vehicles.

The expansion of the service follows the successful
implementation of rFID technology at Terminal one, which has
helped Dp World in monitoring diesel fuel consumption, increase
operational efficiency and manage scheduled vehicle maintenance.

The rFID system will reduce fuelling time for Dp World’s fleet and
enhance the efficiency of operations at Dp World’s container
terminals. The integration will enable more efficient process for fuel
management, enhancing operational efficiency of commercial fleets.
http://www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com/logistics

ACWA Power to develop
largest water desal plant

Ma’aden selects
thyssenkrupp technology

ENOC extends RFID technology to DP
World terminals

Technical Review Middle East - Issue One 2019
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EXECUTIVES’ CALENDAR 2019
FEBRUARY 2019

4-7                  Mining Indaba                                                                              CapE TOWN                           www.miningindaba.com

24-25             3rd Edition Refrigeration Conference                                   DuBaI                                     www.refrigeration-forum.com

25-26             Mining Investment Middle East                                             DuBaI                                     www.abmec.org.uk/events

MARCH 2019
5-7                  Middle East Electricity                                                                DuBaI                                     www.middleeastelectricity.com

5-9                  Kuwait Construction Week                                                      MIshrEF                                 www.kuwaitconstructionweek.com

10-13             The Big 5 Saudi                                                                              JEDDah                                  www.thebig5saudi.com

25-27             The Big Show Oman                                                                    MusCaT                                 www.thebigshow-oman.com

APRIL 2019
15-17             Oman Mining Expo                                                                      MusCaT                                 www.omanminingexpo.com    

22-24             Oman Energy & Water Conference                                       MusCaT                                 www.energyandwateroman.com

JUNE 2019
10-12             Hardware+Tools Middle East                                                   DuBaI                                     www.hardwaretoolsme.com  

Readers should verify dates and location with sponsoring organisations, as this information is sometimes subject to change.

WITh MOrE ThaN 5,200 construction projects worth us$819bn
currently rolling out in saudi arabia, these account for 35 per cent of
the total value of active projects across the GCC, according to a BNC
Network report.

saudi arabia’s construction industry is recording a 4.1 per cent
increase. a BMI research forecasted that the annualised average
growth for the construction sector stands at 6.13 per cent from 2018
to 2022.

according to BNC’s analysis, the urban construction sector is the
largest contributor to the expansion, with 3,727 active projects
valued at us$386.4bn. The utilities sector is the second largest with
733 projects worth us$95.6bn, followed by transportation, with 500
projects worth us$156.2bn.

In light of this, dmg events is set to organise The Big 5 saudi in
Jeddah from 10-13 March 2019, focusing on the main influencers of
the GCC’s construction sector growth, challenges and future
opportunities.

some of the points of the event will include:
• Building interiors and finishes
• Construction tools and building materials
• plant, machinery and vehicles
• Building envelope and special construction
• Construction technologies and innovations
• MEp services
The visitor profile includes architects, building consultants, engineers,
facilities managers, purchasing and procurement managers,
government officials, interior designers, main contractors,
manufacturers, MEp contractors, operations and logistics managers,

project managers, real estate developers, sales and business
development managers and others.

The Big 5 saudi will also organise free workshops supporting the
construction scenarios of saudi arabia and the GCC region. The
theme for this year is ‘Educating and empowering construction
professionals to achieve saudi Vision 2030’, which is split further into
four major areas such as project management; sustainability, solar,
technology and smart city; general construction; hVaCr, urban
design, architecture and women in construction.

Gathering global construction expertise into one place, the event
is further set to provide opportunities to the visitors to interact with
global construction professionals.

Building construction innovations in focus at The Big 5 Saudi

Technical Review Middle East - Issue One 2019

The event will explore challenges
and opportunities in GCC’s

construction market.
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More than a luxury, air
conditioning is a basic necessity in
the hot summer months in the

Middle East, one of the hottest regions in
the world. And every year, consumers 
spend thousands of dollars on electricity
bills that affect both the environment and
their pockets. 

The rapid economic growth and
development in countries such as the UAE,
Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait
has led to the rise of many opportunities
that, in turn, has led to the influx of people
from across the globe. This will directly
‘heat up’ the HVAC market in the region as
demand increases.

Grundfos’ business development
manager – HVAC – Ronak Monga
emphasises the role of efficient pumping
technology in HVAC systems that can help
achieve efficiency and sustainability. The

Danish company is one of the biggest
manufacturers of pumps and water
application systems in the world.

“When I started in the Middle East 10
years ago, sustainability and energy
efficiency were mere buzzwords. Today,
they are a reality, thanks to the efforts of the
government legislations and adoption of
green strategy. This gives an advantage to
Grundfos because we believe in a
sustainable future and constantly work
towards creating better technologies and
solutions towards that goal.”

This means that one cannot undermine
the importance of pumps in the HVAC
system. “The pumps are the heart of an
HVAC system. They send chilled water to the
building and bring back water after
absorbing the heat. Pump designs can
greatly improve the operating efficiency of a
system. If pumps do not operate properly,

all other parts in the plant, namely the
chillers, fans, air handling units can fail.
Pumps absorb only about five to 10 per cent
of the total system energy but its
importance should not be overlooked.”

With a market as important as the
Middle East, Grundfos is continually
innovating and manufacturing highly
efficient motors and pumps to adhere to
the sustainable goals of the 
governments in the region as well as the
United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG). “Grundfos has adopted SDG 6
– ensuring availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all
– and SDG 13 – to take urgent action to
combat climate change and its impacts.
This means that we are not talking just
about a sustainability report at the end of
the year but taking steps that focus on
creating a better world.”

Grundfos’ leading energy efficient pumps and motors sync with sustainability as well as profitability goals in the Middle
East. Rhonita Patnaik in conversation with its business development manager – HVAC – Ronak Monga.

Creating the perfect world

Grundfos facility in
Jebel Ali, Dubai.
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Bigger is better
For Monga, adopting advanced cooling
technology is not the end means to achieve
lower bills but to go about it the right way.
An ardent supporter of district cooling,
Monga lauds the efforts of the UAE
government as well as the country’s leading
district cooling utility companies Empower
and Tabreed. District cooling is being
implemented in many countries around the
world. However, the UAE and, Dubai in
particular, along with Empower – the
world’s largest district cooling company
have embraced new technologies as a part
of their operations. 

Apart from cost efficiency, district cooling
can help achieve a reduction in electricity as
well as water consumption by using treated
water for district cooling and the reduction
of loads on the electricity and water
network. “District cooling means centralised
production and distribution of cooling
energy. Bigger plants mean bigger chillers
and hence bigger pumps. When mechanical
equipment becomes larger, it becomes
more efficient.” 

Another advantage of district cooling over
air conditioning in individual houses is that
if 30 premises are connected to a district
cooling plant, the operator can efficiently
manage the supply of cooling to the
premises without a direct impact on the
former’s operational costs.

Energy efficiency also incentivises cooling
providers to maintain and operate at the
highest possible efficiency level. This is the
reason why district cooling is growing in the
Middle East.

With adoption comes innovation 
Monga reveals that Grundfos holds highest
number of patents for pumping systems
focusing on three areas – reliability,
robustness and efficiency. 

“And the next step, which is at the heart of
our R&D movement in the company, is
digitalisation that enables Grundfos
products to be more connected than ever
before. Products share their data through
the internet to the Cloud. IoT and cloud

computing empower machine learning and
artificial intelligence to deliver true customer
value and help us work more closely with the
customers. All our IoT is built on Microsoft
Azure. We are also working in partnership
with Siemens for drive systems to achieve
optimal performance.

“When it comes to digitalisation, we are
taking small steps on a daily basis but if you
compare us to the rest of the pump industry
you would see us sprinting,” adds Monga.

Involving all parties
Creating pump and motor technologies is in
the hands of producers but it is up to the
developers and end users to put that into
practice. 

Consumers today look at saving the
CAPEX and reaching out to the lowest cost
equipment. But what they do not
understand is that they have to pay back
dearly over the years with surmounting
bills. “We are bringing the future right now
and the sooner you adopt, the better gains
you will achieve.”

“Being a pump manufacturer for more
than 70 years, we know that saving on

buying a pump can only be profitable in the
short run. The tricky part about contractors
– the people we sell to – is that they are
cost-focused. They look at delivering a
project in the lowest possible cost to
achieve the budget and profit. 

“Yes, the improved technology might cost
more but the lifecycle cost is lower and the
return on investments bigger.”

Monga elaborates – CAPEX is only five per
cent of a pump’s lifecycle cost, 10 per cent is
the cost of maintaining it, the remaining 85
per cent is the energy you spend running
the pumps. “How do we make all of our
business decision purchasing today only
based on that five per cent? 

“We are here to change that perspective
in the mindset of the buyers. This is where
our innovation has been driving us, we have
been making better controls and more
intelligent pumps solutions which can really
protect and reduce the 95 per cent of your
lifecycle cost.” 

efficiency related to economy?
Given the Middle East economy being
heavily influenced by the oil prices,
sustainability has become a high priority
agenda for most governments in the Middle
East due to the fluctuating oil prices.
Sustainability has been converted from
words into actions because of the economy,
and because of the foresight of the leaders
in the UAE and Saudi Arabia. We can see
governments in the Middle East proactively
taking this on as a practicable agenda. This is
boosted by increasing cost of electricity due
to reducing government subsidies, which is
also making the end-users more aware and
increasingly adopting electricity and water-
saving methodologies.

Groundbreaking 
On the HVAC side, motors play an important
role in pump efficiency. Not many are aware
that Grundfos is also one of the world’s
largest motor manufacturers. One of the
innovative products that Grundfos launched
in 2016 was the new MGE-motors
performing to the highest standards that are
rated for IE5, the highest energy efficiency
rating worldwide. This can be used to speed
up energy savings.

The MGE-motors are equipped with state-
of-the-art intelligent components, which
allow it to adapt to the system. Along with
other energy-saving constructional elements
as for instance, a permanent magnet motor
and a high efficiency frequency converter,
this puts the motors at the top of their class.

Grundfos also launched the world’s most
efficient extra-large vertical multistage XL

Ronak Monga.
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Given the Middle East economy being
heavily influenced by the oil prices,

sustainability has become a high priority
agenda for most governments in the Middle

East due to the fluctuating oil prices.
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CR pumps last year, that are mainly used in
water treatment, water works and water
supply sectors where very high flow rates
and pressures may be achieved with a very
small footprint and extremely high efficiency. 

Then we have the Grundfos Control MPC
that, with the Grundfos CU 352 controller,
permits monitoring and control of up to six
pumps connected in parallel. Control MPC
helps minimise energy consumption and cut
energy costs straight out of the box. With
application-optimised control logic, you
have complete control over the pumps in
your system. Features such as automatic
cascade control ensure the highest possible
system energy efficiency.

As one of the best control systems in the
market, Control MPC knows exactly which –
and how many pumps to control and will
optimise performance and minimise energy
consumption based on pump curve data.

The Control MPC is designed and built to
the same exacting quality standards as all
other Grundfos products. Features such as
standby pump allocation, forced pump
changeover and dry-running protection help
to increase your system reliability and
decrease downtime and costly maintenance.

Misfit to retrofit
As the UAE is moving to achieve zero and
near zero energy buildings, retrofitting has
proved to be a fantastic avenue for
Grundfos. In the world of retrofits, installing
energy efficient HVAC systems; LED lighting;
and building controls can help building
managers and owners lower the levels of

energy consumption of building systems.
As the Middle East, and especially the

UAE, is becoming more aware about energy
saving, the need for technology adoption is
gaining ground. 

“Energy optimisation and retrofits have
been a fairly new arm in our organisation
and it has already proven its worth. We offer

services such as energy checks and pump
audits. But our main role is to educate the
market on the importance of analysing the
energy consumption by pumps.”

Grundfos is able to help out clients and
facility management companies, analyse
these savings and provide solutions with
quick returns on investments. “Sometimes,
the intent is there but it’s not actionable
due to the investment and cost factor.
Through TAKA solutions, our ESCO partner,
Grundfos can offer a solution to finance
based on the share-and-save model. The
cost will be borne by the ESCO and the
clients can repay them from their savings.” 

Master of all trades
Grundfos’s business models involve HVAC,
district cooling and retrofits in the region. In
the UAE, Sharjah Electricity and Water
Authority (SEWA) has partnered with
Grundfos to cut waste water and improve
the reliability of water handling systems. 

In the Middle East, Grundfos has been
operating for more than 30 years. Starting
the Middle East business in Saudi Arabia and
currently headquartered in Jebel Ali, Dubai,
the Danish company has been a part of
regional ‘smart’ transformation. Grundfos
also works with Dubai Electricity and Water
Authority, Abu Dhabi Water and Electricity
Authority and several other government
entities throughout the Middle East. �

The HS horizontal split case is the giant in the Grundfos product range. It combines double volute design with high
flow and in-line pipe connection. The pump covers a wide range of application areas and continuously provides
efficient and reliable performance due to its robust design.

Technical Review Middle East - Issue One 2019
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In 2016, Grundfos introduced one of the world’s most efficient motors, the new MGE with IE5 motors, which offers 10 per
cent energy savings and up to 25 per cent reduction in payback time of controlled E-pumps compared to IE3 solution.
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StrenGthenInG econoMIc
actIvIty in the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC), the regional trade bloc

is good news for global businesses and the
wider MENA region in terms of increased
financial support and as a source of much-
needed foreign direct investment (FDI) in
non-oil producing Arab countries. 

A combination of factors such as
expansionary fiscal stance, higher oil
revenue and publicly funded projects in
priority sectors are underpinning growth
revival across the GCC-bloc – projected at
three per cent this year after contracting in
2017, according to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). 

“Domestic demand should strengthen
with [the] easing of fiscal consolidation,”

noted Washington-based Institute of
International Finance (IIF). The sources of
growth will be roughly balanced, with the
contribution of private consumption to
gross domestic product (GDP) growth
doubling from 2016 to 2019 and that from
fixed investment nearing a percentage point
higher by 2020 (World Bank data). The IIF
expects non-hydrocarbon growth to
accelerate to 3.2 per cent by 2020. Overall,
rebalancing the composition of public
expenditures toward capital spend should
help improve infrastructure, support 
non-oil growth, and spur productivity gains
in GCC economies. 

Moody’s Investors Service echoed
government spending on infrastructure and
strategic projects, which contribute to

A combination of factors such as expansionary fiscal stance, higher oil revenue and publicly funded projects in priority
sectors are supportive of growth revival across the GCC bloc. Economist Moin Siddiqi reports.

GCC ‘diversifies’ in unity

16 Analysis

www.technicalreview.me

As home to the globe’s wealthiest countries, the
financial muscle is available to develop/upgrade

infrastructure and growth uptick in 2019-20 is
conducive for project spending.

Despite economic
diversification

efforts, the
correlation between

oil prices, public
accounts and

commercial activity
in GCC remains

strong.

Technical Review Middle East - Issue One 2019
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economic diversification, will support non-
oil businesses. It said, “The GCC corporate
sector is dominated by state-owned
enterprises, many of which benefit from
strong business positions, good access to
funding and supportive shareholders, and
this has helped offset recent economic
volatility. We have a stable outlook for credit
conditions for GCC corporates.”

But monetary tightening in context of the
pegged exchange rates in GCC (except
Kuwait), may offset anticipated gains from
expansionary budgets. GCC central banks
followed recent US central bank’s move by
also hiking key policy interest rates. The real
estate and construction sectors are most
exposed to higher borrowing costs. However,
GCC’s banking systems, which comply with
international codes of the Basle Committee,
are sound as capital adequacy ratios exceed
16 per cent. The share of non-performing
loans (NPLs) to total loans stands at only
two per cent in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait
and Oman, and between four and seven per
cent in Bahrain and the UAE (IIF data).

A one-third surge in average oil price in
2018 led to a marked turnabout in external
and fiscal balances for oil-exporters that
should continue this year. The combined
current account surplus of 10 MENA oil-
exporters rose by about US$150bn to
US$197bn in 2018; of this, US$169bn was
accounted for by GCC countries (World Bank
data). Steady oil prices will slow recent debt
build-up, whilst increasing official foreign
reserves in the GCC-bloc (Table1). 

Despite economic diversification efforts,
the correlation between oil prices, public
accounts and commercial activity in GCC
remains strong. Fitch Ratings noted, “These
are concentrated, narrow economies where
government spending plays a significant role
in economic growth.” The degree of oil
exposure varies. The IMF calculated that
‘break-even’ oil price at which GCC states
could balance their 2019 budgets fluctuate
from an average of US$108 per barrel in
Bahrain to US$44 and US$47 respectively, in

Qatar and Kuwait. Also struggling with a
high break-even is Saudi Arabia (US$73) and
Oman (US$70). While the UAE (most
diversified economy) needs US$67 to
balance the federal budget.

Strategic development plans
The stimulus initiatives underpin GCC’s
broader diversification strategy.

Factors such as demographic demand
drivers and public/private funding
combined with firm oil prices are catalysts
for spend on capital/ infrastructure projects.
The Arab Petroleum Investment
Corporation (APICORP) envisages oil trading
at US$60-70/barrel range by mid-2019. The
‘long-term’ vision agenda of each GCC
country targets priority sectors such as
logistics, tourism, energy, financial services,
healthcare and manufacturing to deliver on
economic diversification and job creation.
About one million new jobs per year are
needed in the GCC-bloc to absorb new
entrants into the labour market over the
next five years, according to the IMF.

The GCC still boasts some of the best
project opportunities in the world. As home
to the globe’s wealthiest countries, the
financial muscle is available to
develop/upgrade infrastructure and growth
uptick in 2019-20 is conducive for project
spending. “There are huge opportunities in
the region and it is a reassessment of how
we plan for those [opportunities] and how

we deliver them. We need to evaluate the
return on investment for these assets,” said
Deloitte Middle East. Though challenges
have beset the market in recent years, with
regional slowdown and weak oil prices
affecting non-oil sectors and expansion. 

cross-country examples
As Saudi Arabia moves ahead with Vision
2030 based on greater private sector
investments in non-oil ventures, local and
foreign contractors can look forward to
participating in mega-projects identified
during last October’s Saudi Arabia
Conference – those will have huge
‘multiplier-effects’ both in Saudi Arabia and
neighbouring countries. The kingdom is
actively seeking to upgrade its transport-
related infrastructure, as well as increase
residential supply, healthcare and leisure
facilities driven by the development of
major schemes, notably The Red Sea
Project, Neom, The Qiddiya Entertainment
City and Maritime City. The value and
quantum of building work to be awarded
over the medium to long-term makes the
kingdom a prime Middle East market with
capital projects worth over US$1.2 trillion in
pre-execution stages, according to Deloitte.

The UAE (led by Dubai) is laying the
foundation for deepening a ‘knowledge-
driven’ economy and is increasing
competition, boosting energy efficiency and
promoting technology entrepreneurship,

On current growth
trend, the GCC’s
aggregate GDP
should exceed 

US$2 trillion mark
by 2020.

Technical Review Middle East - Issue One 2019

Gcc countries rank highest in Mena on global indicators
ease of Doing  Business* national competitiveness Quality of Infrastructure # 

1-190 countries Index / 1-140 countries 1-137 countries
Bahrain                                    62                                                           50                                                               25
Kuwait                                      97                                                           54                                                               69
Oman                                       78                                                           47                                                               32
Qatar                                        83                                                           30                                                               22
Saudi Arabia                           92                                                           39                                                               30
UAE                                          11                                                           27                                                                4

* overall ranking based on days and procedures for business start-ups, getting construction permit, electricity connection,
property registration. / national competitiveness factors market size, financial sector development, business sophistication,
efficiency of goods and labour markets, capacity of state institutions and technological innovation, among other factors.
# Utilities (power and water supplies), ports, air and road transportation.
Sources: World Bank 2019 Doing Business Report and Global Competitiveness Report 2018

Data on Gcc hydrocarbons reserves and production
Proved oil  reserves 2017 oil output Proved Gas reserves 2017 natural Gas output 2017

Billions of barrels Million bpd 2018 trillion cubic feet Billion cubic metres
Bahrain *** 0.2 5.5 15.1
Kuwait 101.5 2.75 59.9 17.4
Oman 5.4 1.0 23.5 32.3
Qatar 25.2 0.6 879.9 175.7
Saudi Arabia 266.2 10.33 283.8 111.4
UAE 97.8 2.98 209.7 60.4
GCC Total 496.1 17.86 1462.3 412.3
% of World Total 29.2 18.0 21.4 11.2

*** crude oil production from Bahrain’s newly discovered 80bn-barrel shale reserves (reported in May 2018) – potentially
supplying 200,000 bpd – should the reserves be developed – is not expected to start until 2023 at the earliest.
Sources: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2018 and OPEC Dec 2018 Report
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aiming to attract diverse global investors
and start-ups. Dubai has allocated US$7bn
for new construction and upgrading 
related to hosting Expo 2020 Dubai, which
will feature companies from 132 countries
and is expected to boost private
consumption and services. Abu Dhabi, the
major oil-exporter, has unveiled an
US$13.6bn stimulus package for
infrastructure and is focusing on industrial
and SME projects. Deloitte estimates the
value of various UAE projects in pre-
execution stages at US$713bn.

In Kuwait, plans to invest US$115bn in the
oil sector over the next five years – aimed at
boosting output capacity by one-third to
four million bpd by 2020 – will also spur
non-oil growth (via multiplier-effects).
Kuwait’s flagship diversification venture, the
Northern Gulf Gateway project with a new
US$12bn airport, an industrial hub, tourism
and education zones, plus an US$18bn
railway system and building new residential
cities (currently in pre-development 
stages) will increase both internal and intra-
regional connectivity.   

In Oman, the development of Special
Economic Zones in Duqm and Sohar will
drive project activity, together with planned
investments in oil/gas sector while Bahrain

is focusing on transport and housing areas.
The Ministry of Transport owns two mega
planned projects – the airport expansion
and light rail system (estimated worth
US$18bn) and are anticipated to be
awarded in late 2019.

Major project owners
Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund (PIF)
remains number one GCC project developer,
with a portfolio estimated at US$534bn and
its biggest under-development assets
include the Neom City, Rou’a Al Madinah
and Rou’a Al Haram. It is followed by King
Abdullah City for Atomic and Renewable
Energy’s nuclear power reactor (KA-CARE),
worth some US$60-70bn and Saudi Aramco
valued at US$36bn. PIF, Aramco, Saudi
Electricity Company, Makkah & Medina
Development Corp, and Saudi Railways
Organisation are top project owners in the
kingdom, owning around 70 percent of the
total amount of planned projects. PIF has
taken a key role in delivering Vision 2030.

Dubai Aviation Engineering Projects ranks
the fourth largest in GCC top-10 developers’
list, with its most prized development being
phase 2 of the Al Maktoum International
Airport Expansion scheme, worth US$31bn
– spilt last year into various phases and

packages. Kuwait Authority for Partnership
Projects also makes the list of 10, with pre-
execution projects worth US$31.5bn,
followed by public authority for housing,
with a total pre-execution pipeline worth
US$29.3bn. The housing authority’s assets
include the US$13.9bn Al Khiran City, and
the US$13.5bn South Al Mutlaa City.

GCC member states are keen to develop
and strengthen public-private partnerships
(PPP) frameworks as a model for private
sector involvement in project delivery with
sound commercial returns, whilst lessening
the burden on public finances. The current
US$2.5 trillion transportation, logistics,
energy (including renewables) and
industrial as well as new cities’ projects
planned across the GCC-bloc offers huge
opportunities for construction businesses
and global investors in the coming years.

On current growth trend, the GCC’s
aggregate GDP should exceed US$2 trillion
mark by 2020. However, the likelihood of oil
prices trading significantly below pre-2014
peaks of US$100 per barrel underscores the
need for Gulf region to continue with
structural reforms to diversify the economy,
improve the business environment and
boost productivity in non-oil sectors – key to
job creation and FDI.�
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Saudi Arabia will start building the first
residential area in a proposed US$500bn
futuristic city Neom in Q1 2019.
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“POLICY MAKERS WORLDWIDE have a
proven solution for cutting carbon emissions
by switching electricity generation from coal
and oil to natural gas,” Majid Jafar, CEO of
Crescent Petroleum, said during the recently
concluded World Future Energy Summit
(WFES) in Abu Dhabi. 

As global demand for energy rises, natural
gas is emerging as a fuel of choice for power
generation in the 21st century, serving as a
central ingredient in a more sustainable energy
mix in combination with renewable energy
sources such as solar and wind, Jafar added. 

“The switch to natural gas from coal and
oil for baseload power generation could
result in the kind of rapid emissions
reductions that are needed and could have a
definitive impact on global carbon footprint.
The growing use of natural gas has is
estimated to have avoided over two billion
metric tonnes of carbon dioxide between
2005 to 2016, and its impact will only
increase as gas adoption expands in
developing regions like Asia,” he added. 

Jafar, who leads the Middle East’s oldest
private oil and gas company and serves as
board managing director of Dana Gas and vice-
chairman of the Crescent Group of companies. 

Speaking on a panel entitled “Setting the
Energy Agenda for 2019”, Jafar joined Suhail
Al Mazrouei, UAE minister of energy; Lisa
Davis, managing board member and CEO,
energy, of Siemens AG in discussing the future
of energy, OPEC and the latest developments
and outlook for the industry worldwide.  

“The Middle East and North Africa region
contains almost half the world’s proven
reserves of natural gas but still only one sixth
of global production, so the potential for
growth is clear. Almost every government in

the region and across Asia is looking to boost
its gas supplies, much of it for internal
consumption as natural gas becomes
synonymous with electricity generation and
fuelling industry for economies with growing
populations and energy needs.”

Forward looking governments have
embraced the changeover from coal or oil to
gas as an opportunity. He cited, for example,
the UAE’s announced the national energy
strategy, which targets that by 2050 the
power generation needs of the country will
be supplied about 40 per cent each, by
natural gas and renewables.

Policymakers around the world will
continue to grapple with slowing, if not
reversing CO2 levels. To be truly sustainable,
energy solutions must be affordable, reliable
and scalable, while contributing to lowering
global carbon emissions. And oil and gas
companies must confidently show the way
forward and embrace their role as central
players in the debate. 

“In a rapidly changing world, this transition
must be approached as an opportunity and
not a threat,” he said. “The future of the
industry, and indeed that of sustainable
energy supply worldwide, depends upon it.”

Natural gas can create a lower carbon economy

To be truly sustainable, energy solutions
must be affordable, reliable and

scalable, while contributing to lowering
global carbon emissions.
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IT MAY BE the world’s top oil and gas
producing region, but the Middle East is
still facing a crippling power deficit. 

Strong economic growth and rising
populations have heightened the region’s
demand for electricity, in some cases, rapidly. 

While the push towards renewables
continues apace, as Gulf states seek to take a
lead in the climate change battle, it does so
at a time when all options are on the table. 

That includes nuclear energy, now seen as
a prime solution in the medium and long
term for meeting the region’s fast-rising
power demand, which presently depends
on homegrown oil and gas resources.

And it’s not far off either, though precisely
when the GCC will get its first injection of
much-needed nuclear generated electricity
remains in question.

News earlier this year that the UAE’s first
nuclear reactor is running behind schedule
was not altogether a surprise given the
complexities and regulatory hoops involved. 

“Nuclear is coming (but) there will be a bit
of a delay,” the country’s energy minister,
Suhail al-Mazrouei, was quoted as saying by
Reuters in January, without providing any
timeline.

The country’s nuclear regulator said last
year that the start-up of a reactor at the
Barakah plant in Al Dhafra, originally set to
open in 2017, would depend on the
outcome of further reviews of the project.
Its launch date is still far from clear.

Still, the UAE remains the regional
frontrunner in developing its own nuclear
capacity, as it seeks to keep pace with rising
domestic energy demand.

Population pressures and economic growth are strengthening the case for nuclear energy across the GCC though it
remains unclear when the region will achieve first production. Martin Clark reports.

Making headway on
nuclear energy

20 Nuclear Energy
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By 2030, the Middle
East and North
Africa region is

expected to have
added 15.8 GW of
nuclear capacity.

Technical Review Middle East - Issue One 2019
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In 2009, a South Korean consortium led
by state-run utility Korea Electric Power
Corp. (KEPCO) won a US$18.6 billion deal to
construct four nuclear plants in the country.

Saudi Arabia, the region’s biggest
economy, has scaled back its hugely
ambitious nuclear project down to just two
reactors, from an original 16 over the next
20-25 years at a cost of US$80bn. 

It originally projected 17 GWe of nuclear
capacity by 2040 to provide 15 per cent of
the nation’s power, along with more than 40
GWe of additional solar capacity.

What is beyond dispute is just how much
the kingdom needs the extra power.

It is the main electricity producer and
consumer in the Gulf, with 345 TWh gross
production in 2016, of which 140 TWh (41
per cent) was from oil — it consumes over a
quarter of its own oil production — and 205
TWh (59 per cent) from gas, according to
the World Nuclear Association (WNA). 

Yet it is facing tremendous demographic
pressures and accelerating demand 
for power.

Saudi Arabia’s population jumped from
just four million in 1960 to over 33mn today,
while demand for electricity is growing at a
rate of 8-10 per cent per year. 

Current generating capacity is more than
60 GWe, according to the WNA, and peak
demand is expected to be 70 GWe by 2020
and 120 GWe by 2032, driven partly by a
rise in desalination.

As well as its main reactors, the kingdom
is also developing plans for smaller reactors
for desalination purposes.

The Saudi nuclear energy project is being
developed by King Abdullah City for Atomic
and Renewable Energy (KA-CARE),
established in 2010, and is expected to
provide a rich source of work for
international contractors and specialists.

Saudi Arabia has shortlisted companies
from France, China, South Korea, Russia

and the United States to build the reactors,
with a winner expected to be chosen
during 2019.

Australia’s WorleyParsons announced a
contract with KA-CARE at the end of last
year to provide various project
management and consultancy services. 

And, it seems, the kingdom is moving
slowly but surely into the construction
phase.

The International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) conducted a visit last year to assess
the country’s progress.

This included signing off the second phase
of its Integrated Nuclear Infrastructure
Review (INIR), which marks the readiness of
a country to invite bids or negotiate a
contract for its first nuclear plant.  

“Saudi Arabia is well placed to finalise its
plans for construction of its first nuclear

power plant,” IAEA team leader Jose Bastos,
said at the time of the visit last July.

Strong demand for electricity has fuelled
interest in other parts of the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region as well,
though high costs, as well as regulatory and
environmental challenges, have held back
some projects.

That includes Jordan, which signed a
US$10bn deal with Russia in 2015 to build a
large-scale nuclear power plant with a total
capacity of 2,000MW.

A country that imports nearly all of its
energy, the case for homegrown power is
strong, but Jordan has scaled back its
ambitions and is instead focusing on a
smaller modular reactor plant.

Elsewhere in the Gulf, Qatar and Kuwait
have likewise shown an interest in rolling
out nuclear energy programmes to diversify
and add new electricity sources, as have
Egypt, Algeria and Morocco in the North
Africa region.

Despite early teething troubles, it seems
certain that nuclear energy is set to enjoy
significant growth in the region over the
coming decade, leading with the launch of
the UAE and Saudi projects. 

By 2030, the Middle East and North Africa
region is expected to have added 15.8 GW
of nuclear capacity, according to 2018
research by Arab Petroleum Investments
Corporation (Apicorp).

Whenever, and however, the electricity is
produced, there is a ready market waiting —
and growing. �

As of the end of November 2018, the overall
construction completion rate for the
Barakah plant is more than 91 per cent. 

The world’s supply of uranium is more than
adequate to meet projected requirements

for the foreseeable future, regardless of the
role that nuclear energy ultimately plays in

meeting future electricity demand and
global climate objectives.
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ENERGY IS AT the heart of our civilisation. As far back in
history as we can trace, major economic developments have
emerged each time new sources of energy were discovered.

A few striking examples: the first industrial revolution in the early
19th century was propelled by steam and coal. The second industrial
revolution at the dawn of the 20th century saw the rise of electricity
and oil. On both occasions, major opportunities arose to do things
better and faster, and more importantly to do new things that were
unimaginable before.

We live today in an energy system which was discovered during
the second industrial revolution. This energy system consumes
around 150,000TWh of energy yearly, with 80 per cent of it coming
from fossil fuels (oil, natural gas, coal). A century ago, this was 10
times less, an indication of the tremendous economic developments
that this new energy system has enabled. Today, a large chunk (40
per cent) of this “primary” energy is used to produce electricity, the
rest being transformed and refined.

Present system is not sustainable
This energy system shows major limitations as the world’s
development accelerates at an ever-faster pace. First, it is heavily
carbonised. Today, energy represents around 80 per cent of the total
CO2 emissions, an issue which has taken centre stage in recent years.
It also creates significant dependencies, as fossil fuel reserves are not

equally distributed across the globe. Finally, it is massively inefficient.
Sixty per cent of the fossil fuels extracted are wasted, with half of it
being lost in the production of electricity, and another half from the
use of these fuels in inefficient combustion engines.

These issues continue to create major imbalances and risks going
forward. But, they also present a significant opportunity for change.

The solution to tackling these increasing challenges can be broken
into two steps. First, decarbonise the power sector with renewable
energies. Second, electrify massively the end-uses of energy. There
are several advantages to this new all-electric renewable-based
energy paradigm:
1. Renewable energies will trigger the power sector

decarbonisation. In addition, electrification of end-use will
enable migrating other traditional fossil-based energy uses to
clean electricity.

2. Wind and solar are obviously distributed across the globe, even
though not completely equally. Accessible “reserves” correspond
to three times the total of fossil fuels retrievable on the planet
and they renew daily.

3. The migration towards an all-electric renewable based system
could nearly double the overall energy system efficiency, through
the combination of a power sector relying on renewable energies
and electrification of major uses of alternative energies
(transportation, heating, etc. – traditionally up to five times less
efficient depending on the application).

A new energy paradigm
That’s not all. The key underlying question is whether this transition
will lead to a more economical energy system, which accelerates
economic development to the next level.

Numerous studies have shown that the transition to a renewable-
based energy system would not significantly increase the overall
current capital expenses dedicated to energy. In addition,
renewable-based electricity production has very low operating
expenses (operation, maintenance and fuel costs), typically ranging
two to four times lower than traditional power technologies.

Vincent Petit, senior vice-president – global thought leadership, Schneider Electric, tells us why.
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The future is all-electric

We live today in an energy system which was
discovered during the second industrial revolution. Ph
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When traditional fossil-fuels based energy uses are electrified, the
efficiency gain proves also to be net worth.

This new all-electric renewable-based energy paradigm,
therefore, has the potential to make energy more accessible –
fostering economic development, as well as new uses of energy
which were unimaginable before. 

let’s pick just one example – the accelerated development of
digital technologies which are creating a new surge for energy
demand, as discussed in one of my recent blogs.

A growing consensus
Many large organisations in the world are today converging towards
this probable future. BNEF has estimated that by 2040, 50 per cent
of global power capacity could already be of renewable sources,
while electric vehicles (EVs) could represent more than 50 per cent
of total annual car sales. The Energy Transition Commission has
estimated that power decarbonisation combined with electrification
could lead to a 25 per cent reduction in CO2 emissions by 2040.
Shell, has recently presented a likely future (Sky scenario) where net
CO2 emissions could be zeroed by 2070, with electricity (80 per cent
renewables) to represent close to 60 per cent of the total energy mix
(versus 20 per cent today).

Many companies around the world have acknowledged this and
are taking the necessary steps to be ahead on the curve. hP has
chosen Schneider Electric to help them reach their goal of reducing

greenhouse gas emissions by 40 per cent by 2020. hP now can
power 100 per cent of its Texas-based data centre operations with
renewable energy.

A complex transition
The future is undoubtedly electric. The transition to it remains,
however, a key topic of our generation. Surprisingly enough, the
greatest challenge is not so much about supply side transformation,
even though this is what most headlines today refer to.

Renewable energies are by nature distributed, mixed with local
consumption. Electrification also significantly changes the way energy
is used. This new all-electric renewable-based energy system is
undergoing a ‘deep’ revolution on where and how energy is being
consumed, and to which extent it can get self-powered locally. �

The migration towards an
all-electric renewable

based system could nearly
double the overall energy

system efficiency.
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ThE SUSTAINABlE FINANCE market surged in 2018, with a
record US$247bn worth of sustainability-themed debt
instruments raised during the year, according to research
company BloombergNEF (BNEF). Green bonds issuance amounted
to US$182.2bn in 2018, whereas one new product, sustainability-
linked loans reached US$36.4bn.

The sustainable debt market comprises of labelled bonds and
loans that finance projects with green benefits, social benefits or a
mixture of both. Many investors target these debt offerings in
order to meet their own objectives or mandates on environmental
and social impact.

The focus of the market has historically been on green bonds,
which were first used by European banks around 2007 to finance
clean energy projects and have since also been issued by
governments and a wide range of industrial businesses. While green
bonds continue to make up the largest part of the market, attention
is now shifting to a broader range of sustainable bonds and loans.

As a result, growth in green bonds slowed to five per cent in 2018
y-o-y compared to 68 per cent in 2017 while sustainability-linked
loans surged 677 per cent. Sustainability-linked loans are term loans
or credit facilities that come with a sustainable pricing mechanism.
The pricing mechanism is typically tied to the sustainability score or
performance of the borrower, which can go up or down.

Dan Shurey, head of green and sustainable finance at BNEF,
said, “More investors in debt markets are demanding dual social
and green benefits, and more investors are demanding
customised sustainability options. The markets are responding,
with new products emerging such as green loans, green
commercial paper and sustainability-linked loans. This helped to
make 2018 the seventh consecutive year of record issuance in
sustainable finance since the green bond market began.”

Corporations are not the only ones pioneering sustainable debt –
a growing number of governments are issuing their own debt
instruments with a sustainable label, meaning that the money
raised will be earmarked to go into environmental or social projects.

Aiman Mallah, sustainable finance research analyst at BNEF,
said: “Green sovereign debt hit US$17.6bn in 2018 – a 64 per cent
increase from 2017, thanks to inaugural issuance from countries
like Belgium and Ireland, as well as further taps on the French
sovereign bond. These governments are raising the debt to meet
national and international environmental goals, particularly on
climate change mitigation and adaptation.”

Smart building concept for Dubai.
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Sustainable debt market sees record
activity in 2018
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It is only in the last five years or so
that the uptake of renewable 
projects in the Middle East has been

significant, and the region has benefited
from coming late to the game, says Tim
Armsby, regional head of energy and
infrastructure, Pinsent Masons. 

“The last ten years have been an
interesting phase in terms of the roll-out of
renewable energy in the Middle East,” he
says. Despite measures such as the launch
of Masdar City complex in the UAE and
Saudi Arabia’s announcement of a 54 GW
renewable energy programme, until 2014
project delivery was slow for various
reasons, including the glut of conventional
fuels. That period is over, with many Middle
East countries now having to import gas.

“In the meantime renewable energy
costs, in particularly solar have declined
exponentially, and the Middle East has
benefited from that. We have seen a trend
project by project for lower prices. Solar
power costs are competitive or even
cheaper than a combined cycle power plant,
dropping from US$0.14 per kw/hr to
US$0.03 per kw/h in less than five years.
Now a number of Middle East countries are
looking to roll out solar plants because the
costs are too cheap to ignore.”

Many companies set up in the UAE in the
hope of benefiting from Saudi Arabia’s
renewable energy programme, the largest
in the world to be launched, but when that
proved slow moving, mobilised on other
schemes such as utility-scale projects
launched in Morocco and Jordan. 

“As a result the UAE has become a hub
and centre of excellence for serving the
Middle East and Africa. This is why WFES has
become such a good event, as you have a
big local base and many companies coming
in to network from across the globe.” 

“It’s good to see that Saudi Arabia is now
back in the market with the launch of Round
1 of the REPDO programme in 2016 and the
first two projects tendered in 2017 – a large
300MW solar project and a 400MW wind
farm. Round 2 was supposed to have
launched last year but nothing has happened,
in part because of challenges getting to

commercial close on these initial two projects.
The announcement this week (with the
wind farm project being awarded to Masdar)
seems to indicate they are ready to push out
Round 2, and they’ve raised the overall
capacity of the programme from now to
2030 towards 50GW. Other GCC countries
are also looking to roll out schemes.”

Armsby highlights two key approaches to
rolling out utility-scale projects. The first is
using a feed-in tariff, the advantage being
that in theory capacity can be rolled out
quite quickly with limited involvement of
government in managing procurement.
However Egypt and Jordan launched their
feed in tariffs at a time when prices were
declining, which in the case of Egypt in
particular resulted in internal difficulties
and a reduced incentive to help projects
close. “My sense is that the feed-in tariff is
over,” Armsby comments.

“The second approach is a government
pre-package procurement approach where
they are entering into a long-term PDA with
a build-own-operate (BOO) or build-own-
operate-transfer (BOOT) arrangement,
which seems to have won out in how most
renewable projects will be delivered. 

“If you look at the development of
renewables in other markets, particularly
Europe and the USA, the reliance on
regulatory frameworks means projects are

delivered quickly and the private sector is
relied on to put together and deliver them.
The knock on effect is the creation of new
home-grown industries and companies. 

“However in the Middle East, we are now
regularly seeing huge projects tendered at
500MW and above, which means that
smaller companies can’t compete as they
don’t have the balance sheet to deliver. In
Saudi Arabia, for example where local
content pays a key role in project
requirements, it is difficult for new
companies, particularly local companies, to
play a role, as they don’t have the track
record or the balance sheet to compete. 

“The trend is for bigger and bigger
projects, but they are missing out on other
benefits that are important for oil
economies looking to diversify.”

Another issue is storage. “Currently most
utility projects being delivered, particularly
solar, cover the peak demand in the day, but
capacity is not being replaced, and it needs
to remain there to deal with the peaks and
troughs. The big question globally is
whether we can move to an efficient system
combining renewables with storage, which
would reduce the conventional capacity in
the system. It is still early days; we are
working on Dubai’s Phase 4 700MW CSP
project, which has been expanded to
include 250MW PV and has a storage
component using molten salt technology.
The only other country in the region where
there is significant roll-out of this
technology is Morocco, which has a 
number of CSP projects. However it is still
relatively expensive.”

There is potential for battery storage, but no
significant roll-out in the Middle East, he adds,
and Dubai is looking at hydro for storage. 

“So there are different options but they
are at an early stage, and there is
insufficient capacity in the market to
encourage innovation and reduction in costs
to get wider uptake. It is inevitable that will
happen; it’s a question of when. The Middle
East could take the lead and build the
expertise and technology to be able to
export that elsewhere globally, because
there is clearly a niche for it.” �

Tim Armsby, regional head of energy and
infrastructure at Pinsent Masons.
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‘Exciting time for renewables 
in the Middle East’

Renewable Energy
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In 2018, BoBcat announced that its market-leading E10 one
tonne mini-excavator saw the production of its 10,000th unit
in the same year as it celebrates its 10th anniversary. 

The E10, now renamed the E10z, is ideal for a variety of
applications including rental, construction, demolition,
refurbishment, landscaping, trenching and drainage work.

According to the company, the launch of the E10 mini-excavator
in April 2008 was a landmark moment in Bobcat’s history and in the
development of the company’s compact excavator range. The E10,
along with the E08, were the first excavator models designed and
built from start to finish in Europe. The goal was to replace and
greatly exceed previous models by meeting the expectations of
customers in Europe and beyond. The 10,000 plus sales and the
reputation the E10 has earned over the last 10 years confirm that
this objective has been more than achieved.

The E10z reflects a zero tail swing mini-excavator with a
maximum digging depth of 1.82 m and a machine weight of
1,066kg. Bobcat’s E10z is designed and engineered to provide the
best combination of high performance, stability, operator safety,
ergonomics and durability in this segment of the mini-excavator
market and offers the ability to retract itself to easily pass through
standard 80cm door openings.

The main feature which differentiates the E10z from other
machines on the market is the patented side adjustable 
consoles which accommodate hydraulic pilot pressure controlled
joysticks. This design is unique in its class, allowing the operator to
enjoy the comfort and feel of much larger machines, whilst being
able to adjust the width of the consoles for easy passage through
narrow openings.

compact
The second smallest model in the Bobcat excavator range, the E10z
is easy to transport. In addition to the access provided by its
retractable undercarriage reducing its width to only 710mm, the
integrated foldable Tip Over Protective Structure (TOPS) facilitates
passage through openings with low headroom, for work inside

Bobcat exceeds its 10,000 flagship 
mini-excavators in 10 years

The design of the E10z
ensures that the boom
offset cannot reach the
feet, providing maximum
protection in this area.
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buildings and in basements. Once the excavator is positioned and
ready for work, the undercarriage on the E10z can be expanded to
1,100mm, for maximum stability in all working conditions. The E10z’s
minimal width enables excellent manoeuvrability in confined spaces,
while the zero tail swing design is an additional advantage when
working in tight areas. Thanks to a standard second speed range, the
E10z is also able to move quickly around job sites, to complete
projects faster and work more efficiently.

increased safety and comfort
In this category of machine, the E10z offers several important 
safety features for operators. A grab bar provides assistance for
getting onto and off the machine. Entry and exit from the excavator
is also made easier thanks to the completely open, flat area for the
feet in the operator station. This design makes it easier to clean the
area for the feet. �
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LIEBHERR MINING EqUIPMENT
Colmar SAS officially launched its
B-versions of the R 9100 and R
9150 in January 2019.

Both the machines were
showcased during Bauma China in
November 2018 and have proven
to be reliable and productive
partners in the mining industry over the years. 

With the newest upgrades, these hydraulic excavators take a step
forward to clearly exceed the performance and reliability compared
to other players in this class while lowering the cost per tonne.

The Liebherr R 9100 (first launched in 2010) and R 9150 (first
launched in 2012) are based on 60 years of Liebherr experience in
the development and construction of hydraulic excavators.
Innovative technologies from the manufacturer’s large hydraulic
excavator program, together with well-proven Liebherr
components, make these updated models ideal for the mining and
construction industry’s needs.

Productivity increase
The R 9100 B and R 9150 B are equipped with the long-lasting
Liebherr V12 diesel engine specifically designed to withstand
extreme outside temperatures and high altitudes with low
atmospheric pressure. Integrating the latest engine management
system, these machines are built for extreme conditions.

The Liebherr D9512 diesel engine is the latest generation of
Liebherr diesel engines and is now USA/EPA Tier 4f compliant. It has
been upgraded on many levels with an increased engine lifetime
(SMU target of 15,000 hours) and new features that facilitate and
improve the engine maintenance.

Furthermore, the new B-versions come with the exclusive EVO
Bucket Solution with patented Liebherr design to maximise the
loading capacity and ensure optimal penetration efficiency. Due 
to the contoured sidewalls and the augmented depth, the EVO
Bucket backhoe bucket has now a capacity of 7.5 cu/m for the R
9100 B and 8.8 cu/m – 9.6 cu/m for the R 9150 B (*for a material
density of 1.8 t/cu/m). 

The new buckets also make both excavators the perfect working
partners in terms of shovel match for the Liebherr T 236 truck and all
other articulated and rigid trucks in the 50 to 100-tonne class.

safe service access and superior operator comfort
The R 9100 B’s and R 9150 B’s upper structure is accessible via a
robust fixed ladder or 45° access stair in option and integrates one
large central platform equipped with slip resistant surfaces. This new
arrangement with wide catwalks facilitates maintenance and
ensures comfort during all the operations. These excavators are
fitted with ergonomic access for fast and safe maintenance. All
service points are within reach from one side and at machine level.

The modern and large cab provides ideal working conditions and
optimal operator’s comfort. Mounted on silent blocks, the optimised
cab design reduces vibrations. The new headliner limits noise
pollution to provide a quiet working environment: decrease of two
dB in the cab compared to previous version.

connectivity Kit
The new B-versions are serially equipped with GSM data
transmission functionalities to collect operating parameters, error
codes and machine faults. The data is accessible through the
Liebherr-Mining Data (LMD) platform on which the user can
generate customised reports to track and analyse machine data.

The accurate information collected through the Connectivity Kit is
recorded in a worldwide database and enters a systematic
assessment and resolution process to continuously improve existing
and new products and components.

Vertical integration
Liebherr’s vertical integration practice means Liebherr designs and
builds components that meet the specific operational requirements
of both the customer and mine site. Genuine Liebherr components
ensure the best interaction within the machine to encourage optimal
performance. Most effective machine operation with lowest costs.

During the development of the B-series, several of those 
genuine Liebherr components like the swing pump, went through an
upgrade to provide optimal reliability, superior productivity and a
longer service life.

The Liebherr R 9100 B.
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The Liebherr R 9150 B.
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Liebherr upgrades machines to reduce cost per tonne
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Last year, i predicted that firms
which measure 2018 as a success
would be those that best adapt to

the rapid evolution taking place not only in
the sector but also the regional and global
economy. For us at AESG, 2018 was a
milestone year. Despite challenges in the
market, we managed to grow by more than
60 per cent through evolving our services to
meet new market demands as well as
diversifying our offerings in new verticals
and geographies. As we start the new year, I
take this opportunity to revisit some of the
sector predictions made for 2018 and take
stock of where we are and what we can
expect in 2019.

Zero and near-zero energy buildings
The urgency of transitioning to near-zero or
net-zero energy buildings has come to the
fore in 2018 with the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) releasing a
report last October seen as “a final call to
save the world from climate catastrophe”.
This dramatic report on keeping global

temperature rise under 1.5°C says the world
is now completely off track, heading instead
towards a 3°C rise.

Adhering to the preferred target of 1.5°C
above pre-industrial levels will mean “rapid,

far-reaching and unprecedented changes in
all aspects of society”. This new study says
that going past 1.5°C is gambling with the
planet’s liveability. And the 1.5°C
temperature “guard rail” could be exceeded
in just 12 years, which is a frighteningly
short timescale.

On the positive side, 2018 saw the start
of far reaching actions necessary to
achieve the targets of the Paris Agreement
as leaders from some of the world’s
biggest cities have committed to enact
regulations and/or planning policies that
will require all new buildings within their
jurisdiction to operate at net-zero carbon
from 2030; and all buildings, including
existing, to operate at net zero carbon by
2050, under the World Green Building
Council’s Net Zero Carbon Buildings
Commitment.

We have already seen the first movers in
this space and are working with some
forward-thinking clients on near-zero
schemes. We anticipate that in line with
global trends, this will be an area that will

Saeed Al Abbar, managing director at AESG, reviews the building
industry in 2018 and predicts the year ahead.

Building solid foundations

With its revised
code, the UAE has

taken a positive
step in this

direction by clearly
defining the

responsibilities of
the various

stakeholders in
ensuring safety.

With the current market conditions, it is inevitable that
developers and building owners look more closely to their

existing assets to maximise their value and revenue potential. 
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continue to gain significant momentum in
the Middle East in 2019.

Fire and life safety
Despite increased attention being drawn to
the issue, the number of high-profile façade
fires, both globally and regionally, highlights
that there is still room for improvement.
Façades remain a focal area. The UAE Life
and Fire Safety Code and the Saudi Building
Code were renewed with special emphasis
on façades.

Besides, it is vital for building owners and
facility management teams to manage their
liability and safeguard their investments.
With its revised code, the UAE has taken a
positive step in this direction by clearly
defining the responsibilities of the various
stakeholders in ensuring safety. As a result,
this year, we have started to see the positive
effect as various stakeholders has begun to
acknowledge the seriousness of their roles.
Furthermore, with the consequences of
failure or negligence including possible legal
implications and more repressive action
against violators, there has been clear reason
for these stakeholders to ensure compliance. 

Ultimately, I expect that this will lead to
the stronger involvement of property
insurers asking for stricter fire safety
implementation. This will also result in
greater involvement of fire consultants in
more and more in fire safety reviews and in
the assistance of fire safety upgrades.

Performance and commissioning
I predicted that 2018 would see acceleration
in the demand and delivery of high-
performance buildings, defined as buildings
that integrate and optimise all major high-
performance building attributes, including
energy efficiency, durability, life-cycle
performance, and occupant safety and
productivity. Whilst we have definitely seen
more clients demanding this at the design
stage, unfortunately there is still a lot more
to be done to ensure the realisation of these
goals through construction and operation.  

This can only be achieved through greater
accountability for the performance objectives
of the building and having a robust process to
ensure that the design performance intent is
achieved through operation. 

In 2018, we definitely saw the demand for
third-party commissioning and handover
services, from being almost negligible in
previous years, experience encouraging
increase. There still remains a lot of
misunderstanding regarding the purpose and
scope of this exercise however. The market is
yet to reach the desired level of maturity to
ensure a robust and independently verifiable

handover regime is in place to ensure that all
building assets begin their operational cycle
in a state of high performance.  

Value engineering
Economic challenges last year continued to
drive the need for value engineering (VE)
though all too often, clients opted to do so
too late, resulting in the VE exercise being
reduced to mere cost cutting at the expense
of quality. Often, clients wait until they
finalise their building layouts with the
architectural teams before engaging the rest
of the team. However, having the engineers
work closely with the architect to optimise
the building design and distribution, and
details such as the location of main plant
rooms provides the greatest likelihood of
ultimately achieving the best value. Or take
for example MEP works wherein there is a
lot of repetition and abortive works between
the consultant and contractor. The current
design process has to change to avoid this
and the conflicts that arise from it.

To be truly effective, VE has to commence
at the start of a project and involve close
collaboration between teams and should be
woven into the project development
process rather than begin treated as a cost
cutting exercise carried out only once
designs have been completed.  

Management of existing assets
With the current market conditions, it is
inevitable that developers and building
owners look more closely to their existing
assets to maximise their value and revenue
potential. This is coupled with the market
reaching a maturity level wherein there is an
increasing number of aging assets that are
in urgent need of refurbishment.

Last year, I predicted that this would be a
growth area for the industry as clients
looked to ensure that their assets meet

modern standards and codes and also
explore opportunities for renovation or
change of use for older or distressed assets.
We certainly saw this trend come to the fore
in 2018 and we conducted a large number
of projects to upgrade and re-commission
existing assets to ensure compliance with
updated life safety codes, health and well-
being criteria and energy efficiency goals.
We were also requested to conduct a
number of building surveys for clients that
are looking at a major upgrade of existing
assets or change of use to better suit
changing market conditions.

I definitely see this being a continued
growth area in the market as the region’s
property sector evolves to a more mature
market status. One challenge that has been
evident in this process is the lack of accurate
documentation and records for existing
buildings, including those that have been
recently handed over. 

A BIM model with asset data attached is
the best method for managing data
throughout the project, from concept to
handover to the facilities management (FM)
team. Unfortunately, the use of BIM is still
concentrated on visual elements rather than
information, so this needs a mindset change
before it can work successfully. Logging and
reporting on this information could be used
to draw comparison with predictions from
the design. This would then give building
owners the ability to correct operating
issues quickly and reduce their OPEX while
also increasing the life of their investments.

Overall, through 2018, we saw the industry
make strides in the right direction. Change
will continue to be the only constant in the
year ahead, which is why keeping a keen eye
and reacting rapidly to evolving building
trends will be essential to success. 

EmiratesGBC new report reflects
Dubai’s sustainable efforts
While several schools, malls and hotels in
Dubai are way ahead in achieving high levels
of energy and water use efficiency, others
need to pace up their sustainability
commitment to ensure they are aligned
with the sustainable development vision of
the nation.

This was revealed in the results of the
Building Efficiency Accelerator (BEA) project
report, prepared by Emirates Green Building
Council (EmiratesGBC), an independent
forum aimed at conserving the environment
by strengthening and promoting green
building practices.

The BEA project is led by the World
Resources Institute (WRI) under the UN
programme – Sustainable Energy for All

Saeed Al Abbar.
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(SEforAll), which aims to accelerate implementation of building
efficiency policies and programmes, and double the global rate of
improvement in energy efficiency by 2030.

Dubai is the first and only city in the Middle East committed to the
BEA, and EmiratesGBC serves as the BEA City Liaison in partnership
with Dubai Supreme Council of Energy (DSCE) to evaluate the energy
performance of hotels, schools and malls in the city.

EmiratesGBC’s BEA team assessed the energy and water
performance of existing buildings against similar buildings within the
same typology as part of the study since January 2018. A total of 121
properties, including 85 hotels, 27 schools and 9 malls, submitted data
on their energy and water use.

The study revealed that the best hotel and hotel apartment
performers consume 58 per cent less energy and 65 per cent less
water per unit area than the worst performers in the category. Older
hotels are likely to consume more energy and water per unit area
further highlighting the importance of retrofits. Higher star-rated
hotel properties are also likely to consume slightly more energy and
water per unit area with hotels and hotel apartments consuming 12
per cent less energy and 36 per cent less water, on average, per area
than resorts.

The best performers among schools consume 61 per cent less
energy and 84 per cent less water per unit area compared to the worst
with newer schools likely to be higher consumers of energy and water. 

Al Abbar, also the chairman of EmiratesGBC, said, “The project’s
main objective is to promote energy efficiency within Dubai’s existing
building stock by providing performance benchmark data to the

industry and public sector.  We believe this will provide vital
information on the performance of existing buildings to policy makers
and building owners and will accelerate the uptake of energy retrofits.
The findings reveal that there is a strong potential for savings and
operational efficiencies that can be achieved through remedial actions
such as audits, retrofits, energy management and the use of awareness
campaigns or trainings to drive changes in behaviour. The report also
highlights the importance of deep retrofits as a substantial measure in
advancing towards 100 per cent Net Zero Carbon Buildings by 2050 and
to achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement of keeping global warming
well below 2 degrees Celsius.”

The BEA project report provides easy-to-adapt recommendations for
facility managers, operators and building owners to assist them in
accurately measuring their buildings’ performance.  Among the
recommendations is the importance of having a sufficient number of
sub-meters within malls to track and measure energy and water use.

The report also recommends building on Dubai’s existing strategies
and policies to encourage benchmarking across all types of buildings.
This will help future mandates for building audits and retrofits for poor
performing buildings, thereby paving the way for decarbonisation and
net zero buildings.

Among the leading entities that participated in the benchmarking
project are: Accor Hotels, Middle East & Egypt; Hilton, Middle East &
Africa; Taaleem, Inspiring Young Minds; Majid Al Futtaim; Marriott
International, Middle East & Africa; Millennium Hotels & Resorts,
Middle East & Africa; Movenpick Hotels & Resorts, Middle East &
Africa; and Nakheel. �
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Dow is a founding member of the
alliance to End Plastic Waste
(AEPW), a newly formed

organisation committing more than US$1bn
with the goal of raising US$1.5bn over the
next five years to develop and scale
solutions that manage plastic waste and
promote post-use solutions of plastic. The
alliance, currently comprised of nearly 30
companies, will develop and bring to scale
solutions that will minimise and manage
plastic waste and promote solutions by
transitioning to a circular economy for
plastics. The alliance membership represents
global companies and organisations located
throughout North and South America,
Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East.

“Keeping our environment free of waste
is important to the future of Dow and our
industry, but more importantly, it’s
important to the future of our planet,” said
Jim Fitterling, chief executive officer of Dow. 

“This initiative brings together
companies, governments, NGOs and
consumers to accelerate efforts to drive
innovation, provide much-needed
resources, and take decisive action to put an
end to plastic waste in the environment.”

The alliance is a not-for-profit
organization that includes companies from
across the global plastics and consumer
goods value chain, including chemical and
plastic manufacturers, consumer goods
companies, retailers, converters, and waste
management companies, along with a
strategic partnership with the World
Business Council for Sustainable
Development. 

The alliance will make investments and
drive progress in four key areas:  
• Infrastructure development to collect and

manage waste and increase recycling;
• Innovation to advance and scale new

technologies that make recycling and
recovering plastics easier and create
value from all post-use plastics;   

• Education and engagement of
governments, businesses, and
communities to mobilise action; and, 

• Clean up concentrated areas of plastic
waste already in the environment,
particularly the major conduits of waste,

like rivers, that carry land-based plastic
waste to the ocean.    

“Solving this critical world challenge will
require a diverse set of solutions developed
by an equally diverse group of
stakeholders,” said Fitterling. “The alliance
to End Plastic Waste brings together some
of the most innovative minds in the world,
allowing us to explore, develop and
implement those solutions.”

In October 2018, Dow became a founding
investor in Circulate Capital’s US$100mn
effort to incubate and finance companies
and infrastructure that prevent waste in
oceans. Circulate Capital’s mission is to
demonstrate the viability of investment in
the waste management and recycling
sectors to attract the institutional
investment capital needed to scale
integrated recycling and waste management
companies and infrastructure across South
and Southeast Asia.

Dow is a member of the World Economic
Forum’s Global Plastic Action Partnership,
designed to bring businesses, civil society,
national and local governments, community

groups and world-class experts together to
collaborate on solving plastic pollution. This
partnership is initially funded by the
governments of Canada and the UK, along
with Dow and several global brands, with the
objective to have investable localised
solutions in place by 2020, which can then
be adapted and implemented in other
countries. The first project is a collaboration
with the government of Indonesia.

In 2014, Dow initiated the Hefty
EnergyBag recovery initiative which collects
hard-to-recycle plastics and converts them
into valuable resources. As of July 2018, the
programme collected more than 176,500
bags and diverted more than 115 tons of
plastics from landfills, the equivalent of
approximately 92mn snack-sized chip bags
or 546 barrels of diesel fuel. 

Dow’s recent #PullingOurWeight
campaign, which began in fall 2018,
included more than 5,600 Dow employees,
families and friends participating in 55
cleanups globally, removing more than
52,500 pounds of trash and litter from
beaches and waterways. �

Dow is playing a lead role in the formation of a new alliance of global companies to advance solutions that eliminate
plastic waste in the environment. 

Operation Cleanup

Another step Dow is taking to complement its circular economy activities is to drive development of new commercial
recycling business models and growth strategies to monetise plastics waste recycling streams globally. 
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W e are living in an era of
unparalleled innovation. As new
and emerging technologies

continue to redefine IT and business, the
pace of change and technological
advancement is accelerating. Today, we are
looking at a smarter, intelligent future
driven by technologies such as cloud,
artificial intelligence, blockchain, internet of
things, and more. While the industry has
already embarked on its digital
transformation journey, businesses are yet
to realise the full potential of these
technologies and how they will shape the
way we do business in the future.

In the coming years, new digital businesses
and brands will bring greater focus into the
region and will help accelerate the ICT
business. Here we define the top
technologies that regional organisations can
leverage to transform their business in 2019. 

internet of Things
With the acceleration of digital
transformation in the region, more and more
devices are getting connected. Although the
adoption of IoT will be massive, it is still slow
as the devices are not standardised. From
autonomous vehicles to drones to sensors in
oilfields, healthcare, transport, oil and gas,
IoT will have a huge impact on enterprises
and consumers. MDS Gulf is developing
innovative IoT solutions and is working with
IBM and other major players like Microsoft,
Cisco and GE to implement solutions like
predictive maintenance instead of the
traditional preventative maintenance model
for oil and gas assets and real estate facilities
based on Maximo. One of our affiliated
companies recently signed an agreement
with Etisalat to jointly offer smart integrated

facility management solutions to achieve
cost savings, operational efficiencies and
enhanced customer satisfaction.

artificial intelligence
The use of AI technologies is now penetrating
many aspects of business. A recent survey by
ServiceNow across Europe, Middle East and
Africa indicates that customer service is an
area that is showing a fast return on
investment. Companies across these regions
are deploying AI technologies to
revolutionise customer service as more and
more consumers are showing an acceptance
to AI-driven experiences. Nearly 30 per cent
of EMEA organisations have introduced AI
technologies to customer service and 72 per
cent of those are already seeing benefits that
include freeing up agent time, more efficient
processing of high-volume tasks and
providing always-on customer support. 

Blockchain
Interest in blockchain technologies in the
region is growing rapidly. The pace is being

set by the government and public sector
including education, healthcare, finance,
distribution and services. The most popular
blockchain use cases in the coming years
will be cross-border payment and
settlements, asset and goods management
and identity management. Across the
private sector, we have seen
announcements of recent initiatives by The
Atlantis, Jordan Investment Bank, Noon
Capital, DIFC, Halal Guide, amongst others. 

Multi-Cloud
Enterprises in the region are now using
multiple cloud solutions whether on-
premises, public cloud, or a hybrid of both.
In the coming years, upfront costs will
become less important as cloud vendors
continue to produce convincing use cases.
AI and machine learning will be
fundamental in increasing the levels of
automation. Corporate cloud literacy is
becoming an operational prerequisite as
technological progress accelerates 
in EMEA. With a multi-cloud strategy,
businesses can decide how to distribute
workloads to cloud platforms that are best
suited for specific tasks. 

Big Data
With massive volumes of data being
generated every second from connected
devices, machines and IoT, Big Data is
definitely a trend to watch out for. Big Data is
the new oil as it has the potential to
empower organisations to make better
business decisions, in real time. By unlocking
the organisation’s data, they can
fundamentally change the way it operates
and steer the transformative, digital journey
the company’s stakeholders expect. �

Across the Middle
East, Africa and

Turkey, banking,
finance, healthcare

and utilities are
taking the lead in

driving digital
transformation.

Nearly 30 per cent of EMEA organizations
have introduced AI technologies to

customer service.
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Sami Abi Esber, president of information and technology company MDS Gulf, explores the
advancements that technology in business is undergoing at the moment.

Trendy in 2019
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Natural refrigerants, being
at the forefront of sustainable
freezing and chilling solutions,

have been used since the start of the chilling
technology. Ammonia and carbon dioxide
(CO2) were among the first to be used in the
early days of refrigeration in the 19th

century. Now ammonia, CO2 and
hydrocarbons continue to be the natural
refrigerates of choice for freezing and
chilling applications.

CO2 in energy-efficiency
CO2 as a refrigerant is a very good heat
transfer fluid, which significantly reduces the
heat transfer area and improves its
performance compared with other
refrigerants. However, one issue with CO2
refrigerant is that it has low critical
temperature, and as such can only operate
at mild ambient conditions or in air
conditioned spaces; its performance
degrades significantly in hot environment
due to the transcritical operation.

To overcome this issue, a cascade system
can be used where a secondary chilling
system can be used outside the building.
Here, the CO2 is used inside the store where
it run throughout the store in small diameter
pipe network. Another high efficiency
refrigeration unit running with a reduced
charge of another refrigerant is installed on
the rooftop or outside the building to cool
down the CO2.

In the cascade configuration, CO2 is used
as the heat transfer medium inside the store.
Therefore, instead of distributing the
refrigerants inside the store, the operator
can have the CO2 throughout the store. Then
the operator has another refrigeration cycle
outside the store that cools the CO2. This
system can be ammonia or hydrocarbon or a
synthetic refrigerant like R404A.

The good thing is that the operator has
more control over the design of this outside
equipment. It is much smaller refrigerant
charge than the convenient system. So the

overall global warming potential of the
system is much reduced compared to
traditional refrigeration.

economically friendly too
For the UAE, CO2 as a refrigeration system
are made up of welded pipe network
instead of brazing; this would significantly
reduce the potential for refrigerant leakage
and the need to top of the system to
maintain proper performance. Secondly,
CO2 systems require smaller real estate size.
They are much more compact, so the
operator can have more sales volumes. In
addition to this, in the CO2 system, there is a
trade-off between the cost of the pipe and
the high pressure, which lowers the
installation cost.

Environmentally speaking, CO2is friendly
because it has global warming potential of
one than compared with the conventional
R22 refrigerant which has a global warming
potential of 1760 and R404A which has
global warming potential close to 4,000. 

next-generation natural refrigerants
Globally, there is a push for natural
refrigerants because natural refrigerants are
eventually thought to be crucial in keeping
environmental sustainability. Ammonia is a
toxic flammable refrigerant, hydrocarbons
are flammable refrigerants, CO2 has some
limitations as I described earlier plus it is a
high-pressure refrigerant. 

In the meantime, the industry has
answered this problem by developing an
intermediate synthetic refrigerant that is
based on hydrofluoroolefins or unsaturated
olefins which have very low global warming
potential and zero to extremely low ozone
depleting potential. Some of these
hydrofluoroolefins compound include
R1234ze(E) which is acceptable for
refrigeration as well as R448A and R449A
that are introduced for the refrigeration as
replacements for the high global warming
potential refrigerant R404A. 

In regard to the CO2 refrigeration system,
it is important that each application be well-
designed. They are mostly custom-made
designs, especially for the UAE’s arid climate.
Also, the operator should look at the good
demonstration of the technology in the
Middle East and try to get this technology
into the regional marketplace.

asHrae in the uae
ASHRAE as a global organisation is
developing a lot of standards that help
countries and organisations achieve their
sustainability and energy-efficiency targets.
These include the ASHRAE 90.1 standard
and the refrigeration commissioning guide
as well as the different test standard for
refrigeration equipment. 

In the UAE, ASHRAE helps educate the
contractor by doing lot of activities in this
regards. Most recently, the ASHRAE Falcon
Chapter has translated the ASHRAE standard
90.1 and the ASHRAE standard 62.1 into
Arabic. These are two of the most relevant
standards in terms of energy efficiency. �

Dr Omar Abdel Aziz, vice-chair at ASHRAE Falcon Chapter, discusses the role of the CO2 refrigeration system to achieve
energy efficiency targets with Deblina Roy.

A viable refrigerant
alternative

32 HVACR
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DANFOSS HAS LAUNCHED a new mobile app ChillerROI that aims to help the customer to compare
chiller solutions and simplify the process to estimate the best long-term investment.

According to Danfoss, it is very crucial to choose the right chiller for large building projects including
offices, schools, hospitals and data centres, etc. The new ChillerROI app is expected to simplify the return
on investment (ROI) using basic information. The customer needs to enter the parameters into the app,
which will show a side-by-side comparison displaying the expected long- and short-term costs.

The ChillerROI app calculates ROI based on chiller efficiency data (IPLV), CAPEX cost (US$/tonne),
chiller capacity, initial cost, local electrical rates, and expected hours of operation.

The aim is to purchase a cost-efficient chiller in the long run that help pay for the initial investment in
the chiller itself. “High-efficiency chillers can have a payback time as fast as two to three years, and then
continue to deliver energy savings over their lifetime,” Danfoss noted.

How it works
The customer needs to input the basic data for the project such as capacity, running time and cost of
energy. Then, the customer needs to input the IPLV and CAPEX cost for chiller A. Finally, the same

information should be entered for chiller
B, the more efficient chiller. The app will
display the ROI in a graphical form at the
top of the screen.

The app is in line with Danfoss’
ambitious aim to achieve energy
efficiency, cold chain reliability and reduce
overall cost of ownership, providing user-
friendly solutions available on the market.
Some of the new HVACR technologies
include Turbocor compressors, scrolls with
IDVs, Optyma condensing units, micro
channel and micro plate heat exchangers,
ETS colibri expansion valves, TU/T2 valves
and EVR solenoid valves.

HAMON COOLING TOWER
Company, one of the market
leaders in the cooling tower sector
for the manufacturing of large
cooling systems, has become
member of the Eurovent Middle
East Association. 

Hamon focuses on system and
equipment design, manufacturing
of crucial components, project
management, on site installation
and aftermarket sales and service.
The company also provides
innovative systems, aiming to
ensure that cooling solutions are
provided for the benefit of the client.

Talal Damerchi, general manager of Hamon
Cooling Tower Company FZCO, commented,
“Eurovent Middle East gives us this opportunity,
seeing that more and more manufacturers join
this association with the same motives. We are
looking forward to be part of this growing family
and to sharing our expertise with others.”

Markus Lattner, managing director of Eurovent
Middle East, added, “The strength of an
association lies in the specialisation and expertise

of its members. We share Hamon’s call for closer
cooperation among the industry for the benefit of
the region and are constantly working to improve
our outreach and offers to the market.”

Eurovent Middle East is the region's leading
industry association representing leading
manufacturers of Indoor Climate (HVAC), Process
Cooling, Food Cold Chain, Industrial Ventilation
and Building Automation Technologies, as well as
sector associations and industry initiatives active
in these fields.

The Middle East’s HVACR industry association expands its membership base.

Hamon joins Eurovent Middle East

New app from Danfoss compares chiller ROI

33HVACR
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New LG air purifier
delivers all-round 
air quality
LG ELECTRONICS USA has
launched the PuriCare 360° Air
Purifier, aiming to provide a unique
purification method that promotes
360° of clean air delivery, HEPA
filtration, LoDecibal quieter
operation and superior energy
efficiency.
The certified LG air purifiers are set
to help create a healthier and
cleaner home, said Michele
Cassalia, director of marketing for
the asthma and allergy friendly
certification programme. 
For even distribution to these areas,
LG has designed the Clean Booster
feature, which delivers clean air up
to 24 feet farther than before,
covering rooms up to 512 sq ft. 
The PuriCare 360° captures six
different types of particles
including the indoor allergens to
deliver purer and cleaner air. The
HEPA filtration system traps 99.97
per cent of ultra-fine dust and
needs two filters compared to
other industry leading air purifiers
that require three. In addition to
capturing allergens, the
deodorisation filter also removes
odours like food and smoke, smog
and harmful airborne chemicals.

Carrier unveils new high
speed screw compressor
to address GWP
AIR CONDITIONING
MANUFACTURER Carrier has
introduced a high speed screw
compressor that has been tested
with a new low pressure, non-
flammable HFO refrigerant. This
aims to address the global shift
towards refrigerants with low global
warming potential (GWP).
In a research paper, Carrier
engineers Masao Akei, Vishnu
Sishtla and Scott MacBain said that
addressing global warming
concerns is one of the largest
challenges facing the HVAC
industry. Although A2L refrigerants
are important options to consider
for certain sizes of HVAC units,
there are many systems that require
A1 category refrigerants. 
The refrigerant R32, in addition
with Honeywell’s R466A, aims to
provide a lower GWP option.
Carrier’s newly-developed
prototype screw compressor
employs a new rotor design and a
high speed permanent magnet
motor to obtain a flow volume of
19.8 litres per second.
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The app is in line with Danfoss’ ambitious aim to achieve energy efficiency,
cold chain reliability and reduce overall cost of ownership, providing user-
friendly solutions available on the market.
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As we inCH closer towards Expo 2020 Dubai, the increased
pace of the ongoing construction activities is directly
proportional to a bigger workforce coming to the UAE.

Simultaneously, tourists’ inflow continues across the country with the
federal government launching several initiatives to boost the sector.

The rise in demand for ready-to-eat products, beverages and
frozen food rise, has resulted in large amount of food imports and
consumption, most of which are perishable. Due to this, the UAE
witnesses tonnes of food wastage along with a sizeable amount of
products deteriorating by the time they reach the consumers. Then
there is a lack of proper refrigeration facilities, inadequate
temperature control, low-grade food handling standards, refrigerant
leaks and inefficient supply chain.

The country is already working towards using highly reliable,
quality-controlled and eco-friendly temperature regulation

processes. Now, as the UAE joins the COP24 ‘rulebook’ guidelines to
fight climate change, there is a critical need to address refrigeration-
related challenges as well as to efficiently run the supply chain. 

Under the patronage of the Ministry of Health and Prevention,
UAE, and Ministry of Climate Change and Environment, UAE,
Technical Review Middle East will be hosting the 3rd Edition
Refrigeration Conference for food manufacturing, packaging and
distribution industries in the UAE, and beyond, on 24-25 February to
highlight food safety through adoptive and preventive measures.

Some of the important topics that will be covered during the
conference are:
• Using thermal methods to maintain the original freshness and

flavour of food products
• Energy efficient cold storage facilities
• Blockchain for tracking and monitoring food
• AI and robotics to track products and match consumer demand
• Carbon dioxide (CO2) refrigeration systems
The advisory panel includes ASHRAE’s president Liju Thomas Eapen
and Dubai Municipality’s principal food microbiology specialist Munira
Ismail Alsayegh. Other noteworthy speakers come from the Ministry of
Health and Prevention, Abu Dhabi Food Control Authority, Abu Dhabi
Quality and Conformity Council, Alshaya Food, Binladin Contracting
Group, Bateel International, National Association Of Freight And
Logistics (NAFL), Arab HVAC Code Committee and Foodie Brands.

In addition to these, the conference will further explore the future
trends in the commercial refrigeration system while addressing the
need of optimal energy control strategies that are potentially
enabling supermarkets to transition towards a more intelligent use of
environment-friendly and energy-saving systems. �

To register, visit www.refrigeration-forum.com/registration

The 3rd Annual Refrigeration Conference, from 24-25 February, will address the critical need of improved storage
facilities to meet the rapid population growth in cities like Abu Dhabi and Dubai.

Fight carbon challenges with CO2

34
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With the implementation of
refrigerant regulations like the

Kigali Amendment to the
Montreal Protocol, CO2 is now
recognised as the most viable
and efficient solution among
natural refrigerants in food

retail applications.

The inaugural edition ofthe
Annual Refrigeration

Conference was held in Dubai in
2017 with more than 100
delegates participating.
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WORLD FUTURE ENERGY Summit
(WFES), a key enabler of Abu
Dhabi Sustainability Week 2019

(ADSW), featured WFES Energy Transition
Forum and the WFES Green Buildings 
Forum as two essential gatherings of
thought leaders exploring opportunities for
business and innovators to advance
sustainable solutions.

The WFES Energy Transition Forum saw
leading industry players outlining the future
of energy provision and highlighting the
latest opportunities provided by emerging
best practices and technologies. 

The forum’s panellists assessed the full
complexity of emerging energy transition
challenges and opportunities. These included
managing the evolution of a decentralised
energy environment, specific applications of
individual advances like blockchain, the
future role of hydrogen in storage and energy
management, and the reduction of
greenhouse gases in electricity transmission.

“The WFES Energy Transition Forum
assesses global responses to the urgent
issues arising from disruptive change in the
energy sector, challenging policy makers,
thought leaders, academia and businesses
from around the world to find solutions that
advance diversification and new
technologies in the pursuit of sustainable
development,” said Mohammed Al Ta’ani,
secretary general of the Arab Renewable
Energy commission AREC. 

“The forum serves to map out the full
implications of acceleration of energy
transition and unite multiple technology,
policy, academia and investment
perspectives from experts seeking to cross-
pollinate ideas, share learning and move the
industry forward.” 

“The WFES Energy Transition Forum
focuses on the fourth energy generation
and artificial intelligence as the entrance 
of the sustainability for all, as the
expectations of decrease for primary energy
demands to 2050 in comparison with
energy demands today and higher demand

of electricity nowadays for electric vehicles
(EV) revolution.”

Speakers addressing the forum included
Mohammed bin Jarsh Al Falasi,
Undersecretary, department of energy, 
Abu Dhabi; Faisal Ali Rashid, director,
demand side management, Supreme
Council of Energy, Dubai; Nick Carter, senior
advisor, PwC and convenor, EU-GCC Clean
Energy Network.

Supported by the Emirates Green Building
Council, the WFES Green Buildings Forum is
a platform for government authorities,
developers, building owners, consultants,
contractors and suppliers offering insights
on integrating innovative and efficient
energy management solutions with
sustainable, technical solutions suitable for
both new and existing buildings. 

Key sessions explored targeting net-zero
energy, retrofitting to net-zero, baseline
performance data of UAE buildings,
benchmarking building performance
evaluations, smart financing for deep
retrofit projects based on a case studies,
and improvements to indoor air quality.

“Enhancing building performance
through increasing energy efficiency and
switching to clean, low carbon resources
offers substantial business opportunities
while also enabling new developments to
thrive as engines of economic growth and
prosperity,” said Graeme Lindsay Sims,
executive director, RSB, UAE.

“The WFES Green Buildings Forum
highlighted both essential industry
requirements and the promise of new
technologies. With urban areas accounting
for an ever-larger share of the world’s
population, its energy and its carbon
emissions, the sustainable development of
our buildings and the sustainable
development of the planet are two sides of
the same coin.”

Held under the patronage of HH Sheikh
Mohammed Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces,
WFES is a global industry platform
connecting business and innovation in
energy, clean technology and efficiency for a
sustainable future. �

The WFES Energy Transition Forum outlined the future of energy provision and examined the best practices.

Identifying sustainable
opportunities

The participants at the forums examined public/private sector collaboration, the potential for incumbent firms
to diversify into exciting new areas, and opportunities for ambitious start-ups.
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TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGY AND practices, which
are evolving in the power sector, are to come under detailed
scrutiny in Dubai in early 2019 with the staging of the two-

day ‘Revolutionizing Power Generation Conference’, a part of
Middle East Electricity (MEE) that will be running from 5-7 March at
Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC).

A key feature of MEE 2019, the conference is the highlight of the
show’s expansive knowledge programme, which features 94 hours
of free CDP-accredited conferences and seminars including case-
study-led sessions.

Speakers from 10 nations are lined-up for the conference, which
puts operations and maintenance of large-scale utilities, as well as
independent power producers, into sharp focus. Some of the biggest
names and emerging players in the business will address the
challenges, pinpoint growth opportunities and identify technologies
and tactics needed to survive in a rapidly changing industry.

With various experts preparing to drill down into how the industry
can improve profitability through advanced technology migration and
new methodology implementation, one speaker has already sounded
an optimistic note of a “cautious” generator upturn for the region. 

Romain Mocaer, director of the forecaster PowerGen Statistics,
believes the unique Middle Eastern generator sector – which
represents 10 per cent of the global market – has huge growth
opportunity and expects an uptick in the short term. Mocaer
pinpoints the UAE, Saudi Arabia and Iraq as growth drivers with
expansion filtering through oil and gas, construction and
infrastructure projects.

“The generator market has recovered in Europe and North
America, but there has been a slowdown in some emerging markets,
including the Middle East, which has significantly decreased in the
last few years. However, the diesel generator market can look

Transformative technology trends to come under scrutiny at Middle East Electricity 2019.

Genset market recovering
‘cautiously’
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This year will be better for the
diesel generator market due to
‘modest’ oil price rise and the
positive construction market

outlook. 
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forward to a cautious recovery in 2019, as the modest rise of oil
prices and the positive construction market outlook should drive
growth in the generator market, especially in Saudi Arabia. The
region will also host many major global events, such as Expo 2020
Dubai, in coming years to further drive growth,” said Mocaer. 

Issues to be explored at the conference include digital retrofits;
refining power plant performance with air-cooled condensers and
cloud-based analytics; reliability-centred maintenance, and
investments that can alter the levelised cost of electricity for power
generation. Experts are aligned on one aim - to explore how the
industry can improve profitability through advanced technology
migration and new methodology implementation. 

Conference speaker Engr. Mahmoud Zeineddine, co-founder and
manager of the Organisation for Safety & Sustainability (OSAS),
maintains technology will not only impact bottom-line but will
improve regional safety records as smart-sensor mobile tracking
becomes the norm.

“Throughout the session, we will be discussing measures to be
taken to prevent human losses and injuries in workplaces. The key
trend we are witnessing in the sector is the use of social interactions
- mobile applications - to monitor and audit the safety work in the
industrial zones,” adds Zeineddine. 

The conference will also feature case studies from Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, Lebanon and Ghana, as well as the unveiling of new research
on preventative maintenance for international combustion engines
using AI and big data. 

“We are aiming for the conference to really shine the light on
breakthroughs which will change not only the burgeoning
generator market but the face of the industry. All of the sessions in
the power generation content stream are free-to-attend and CPD
accredited,” states Claudia Konieczna, exhibition director – Informa
Industrial Group.

The conference is being held against a backdrop of the bullish
forecast by the Arab Petroleum Investment Corporation (APICORP).
The multilateral development bank has predicted the MENA region’s
power capacity will expand by an average of 6.4 per cent per year by
2022, corresponding to an additional capacity of 117 GW and
requiring US$152bn of investment in generation capacity.

The 2019 edition will also host the global launch of breakthrough
automated transmission and distribution (T&D) technology.

ETAP, the US-headquartered power technology giant, says it will

use the annual showcase to introduce the world to unique, multiple
enterprise T&D solutions which, it claims, can massively shave costs
of commercial overheads.

According to Shaikh Sahid Hossain, V-P, ETAP, the breakthrough
automated solutions, which require minimal supervision, can
operate, monitor, analyse and optimise power in real-time and save
huge costs for businesses.  

ETAP’s major Middle East push comes as it predicts a buoyant
future for T&D in the GCC, where smart grids are being pursued to
control power loss, increase efficiency and reduce emissions. 

Recent research from APICORP says the GCC is expected to
require US$34bn for T&D over the next five years. ETAP says next-
generation solutions, such as its modelling-to-optimisation on a
single-platform technology, will be needed by the region to realise
its projected smart grid market growth to US$1.68bn by 2026.

“The region’s renewed power focus has opened up huge
opportunities and the GCC market is poised for huge growth with
renewable energy taking precedence,” added Hossain. 

“Looking at the growth in demand and the shortfall of supply, the
initiatives taken by governments are rapidly increasing with
innovations happening and more IPPs coming into the picture.”

Other dedicated MEE sectors cover power generation; lighting
and energy storage and management. The show will also offer a
diverse range of professional education and training opportunities
where attendees can learn about the latest technologies at
exhibitor-led technical seminars and advance professionally with
CPD accredited workshops. 

More than 1,600 leading manufacturers and suppliers are
committed to the 41st edition Middle East Electricity 2019, which is
being held under the patronage of HH Sheikh Maktoum bin
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Dubai Deputy Ruler, and is
hosted by the UAE Ministry of Energy. �

The show will also offer a diverse range of professional education and training
opportunities where attendees can learn about the latest technologies at exhibitor-led
technical seminars and advance professionally with CPD accredited workshops.

APICORP has predicted the
MENA region’s power capacity
will expand by an average of 6.4

per cent per year by 2022,
corresponding to an additional

capacity of 117 GW.
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MORE THAN 1,300 exhibitors from
59 countries, including 18 of the
world’s top 20 commercial security

providers, took part at Intersec 2019 from 20-
22 January at the Dubai International
Convention and Exhibition Centre.

The annual event organised by Messe
Frankfurt Middle East covered the seven
sections of commercial security, fire and
rescue, perimeter and physical security,
safety and health, homeland security and
policing, information security, and smart
home and building automation.

More than 500 companies in the field of
safety, security and fire protection from
across the globe showcased their innovative
products and solutions at the expo. One of
the vital points of the mega event continued
to be commercial security, which formed
the largest section at the expo. The event
took place as the Middle East markets 
for commercial security is set to grow to
US$7.4bn by 2024, according to 6W
Research.

The research indicated that demand for
IP-based video surveillance systems, access
control and intrusion detectors would
continue to drive the market, which is
fuelled by increased government spending
on infrastructure projects and the
imposition of stringent regulatory policies,
creating increased opportunities for global
security brands.

Upcoming mega events in the region such
as the Expo 2020 Dubai and the expected
influx of millions of additional visitors are
also expected to create demand for the
latest video surveillance systems and
intelligent surveillance devices.

Access control systems continue to be in
high demand in the Middle East, registering
a market revenue of US$300mn in 2017.
Increasing awareness of security threats and
a growth in IT spending is said to keep the
market driving ahead.

The demand for biometric access
controlled systems has surged across the
Middle East with the growing adoption of

fingerprint and eye scanners across the
region. Most of the deployment of such
systems in the region remains in the
commercial sector.

Andreas Rex, Intersec show director,
said, “Commercial security continues to be
one of the chief driving sectors of Intersec
as companies across the region continue to
invest in cutting-edge intelligent security
systems to protect their investments and
facilities in an increasingly complex
security scenario.”

“As the most influential and significant
international trade platform for safety,
security and fire protection in the wider
region, Intersec 2019 showcases a wide
spectrum of the latest developments in the
commercial security sector,” he added.

CP Plus, an international security
solutions provider, displayed their latest
range of intelligent surveillance products.
The company’s director Gaurav Khemka
said, “Video surveillance has evolved
manifold over the years and as a market
leader we have always strived to stay ahead
of the competition. The new age
surveillance is all about automation,
intelligence, and resource efficiency.”

The three-day Intersec Future Security
Summit raised important issues on artificial
intelligence, security integration, emergency
preparedness and response, data protection,
IoT and much more. The SIRA Forum
returned with the latest updates in security
law and industry regulations in Dubai. �

The annual security expo in Dubai reflected the need in the region owing to future mega events and projects.
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“ The new age
surveillance is all
about automation,
intelligence, and

resource efficiency.”

The International Monetary Fund further estimates that the GCC’s GDP is expected to increase by 1.9 per cent in 2018
and 2.6 per cent in 2019, overcoming a dip of 0.2 per cent in 2017.
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THE HVACR EXPO Saudi, held from
28-30 January 2019, at the Riyadh
International Convention &

Exhibition Center (RICEC) featured
prominent international brands from more
than 15 countries. The fourth edition was
organised by dmg events, and co-located
with FM Expo Saudi and Saudi Clean Expo.

Backed by the Saudi Standards,
Metrology and Quality Organisation (SASO)
and GCC Standardisation Organisation
(GSO), and in response to the popularity of
workshops conducted in the previous
edition, the expo increased its education
offer in the January edition.

Arif Hussain, national product manager at
Al Salem Johnson Controls, said, “In view of
the 2030 initiative, the Saudi government
enacted SASO regulations to improve the
efficiency level of all air conditioning
equipment. Moreover, they have introduced
a district cooling framework for new
developments exceeding 15,000 tonnes, and
the Saudi Building Efficiency Code has been
recently revised and implemented. In
addition, Saudi government is encouraging
efficiency improvements in existing buildings
through registered ESCO companies.”

Another solution set to tackle
sustainability target is district cooling, quite
popular in Saudi Arabia. According to
AbdulRouf Pandith, senior mechanical
engineer at KEO International Consultants,
“District cooling consumes 50 per cent lesser
power compared to conventional cooling
systems. District cooling is considered not
only to be feasible but also necessary in Saudi
Arabia. HVACR service providers in Saudi
Arabia and other Middle East countries are
reporting elimination of thousands of tonnes
of CO2 emissions from the installed district
cooling plants in the region.

“By inviting and bringing together
government stakeholders, policy and
decision makers, and leaders from the
district cooling and utility sector across the
country, HVACR Expo Saudi marked a new
era in the cooling sector,” he added.

With the HVACR market in Saudi Arabia
expected to reach a value of up to
US$6.36bn by 2022, the region’s HVACR
event gained interest from global industry
leaders looking to invest in the kingdom.

Exhibitors included Carrier, Zamil AC,
YORK, Midea, Samsung, Alessa Group, LG,
SKM, Caleffi Hydronic Solutions, VTS Clima,
Hitachi, Haas, Gibson, Rheem, RIG, BNF and
many more.

Roni El Haddad, event director for the
HVACR event, commented, “Saudi Arabia
contributes close to two per cent of the
global HVACR market and this has not gone
unnoticed by major industry players abroad.

We are witnessing a growing interest from
these brands to present the latest HVACR
products to the Saudi Arabian market, and
to offer the technologies capable of pushing
forward this sector.”

“Thanks to the development of new
regulations, and ongoing discussions
between local market leaders and Saudi
Authorities, international brands planning
to enter the market or to expand their local
production opportunities can look forward
to strong business relations going forward,”
he explained.

Faizal Babu Pallathody, managing director
of VTS Clima, noted, “Extreme climatic
conditions in Saudi Arabia, changing lifestyles
and the rising number of government
initiatives towards restructuring the country’s
oil-dependent economy is expected to boost
demand for HVAC systems in the country.”

“Growth in the market is anticipated to be
driven by increasing integration of HVAC
systems in smart products and continuously
rising demand for energy-efficient HVAC
systems,” he stated.

The expo offered a record number 
of free-to-attend continuing professional
development (CPD) certified workshop
sessions.

The event bought together industry
heavyweights from Turkey, China, 
USA, France, Italy, UAE, Singapore, Egypt
and more. �

In its fourth edition, HVACR Expo Saudi showcased prominent international brands from more than 15 countries.

Raising the bar

Extreme climatic conditions in Saudi
Arabia, changing lifestyles and rising

number of government initiatives towards
restructuring the country’s oil-dependent
economy are expected to boost demand for

HVAC systems in the country.
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The HVACR market in Saudi Arabia is
expected to reach a total value of up to

US$6.36bn by 2022.
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Continental, premium German tyre and technology
company, has commissioned the first driverless tyre test vehicle
using pioneering technology based on the company’s automated
Cruising Chauffeur.

launched at the Continental test site in texas, uSa, the system
will see newly developed tyres being tested under real-life
conditions across a wide range of road surfaces. Controlled through
a satellite-based navigation system, the new test vehicle is
equipped with camera and radar sensors allowing the vehicle to
react immediately to people, animals, or other unexpected objects
on the road without a driver. this contributes to making
Continental’s Vision Zero strategy for accident-free driving a reality.

nicolai Setzer, Continental executive board member and head
of tyre division said, “in critical situations, the tyres’ level of
technology is the deciding factor in whether a vehicle brakes in
time. With tyre tests which use an automated vehicle, we achieve
highly conclusive test results and thereby ensure the premium
quality of our tyres.”

Driving test vehicles place huge demands on the drivers and
the smallest deviations on the test track can have a huge impact
on the quality and comparability of the test results. therefore,
newly developed rubber compounds and tyre models will be
tested under real-life conditions to show just how well they
perform on different road surfaces. 

in addition to the significantly improved comparability of the
results, the tyre test using automated vehicles will also reduce
the maintenance work required for the test tracks as there will
be fewer route variations.

thomas Sych, head of tyre testing at Continental, added, “We
want to automate and standardise tyre tests to such an extent
that we can identify even the smallest differences in the tyres.
the automated vehicle enables us to reproduce processes
precisely, meaning that every tyre in the test experiences
exactly the same conditions. this way, we can ensure that
differences in the test are actually caused by the tyres and not
by the test procedure.”

Continental commissions first driverless tyre test vehicle

Caterpillar has launChed the 990K
aggregate handler designed to handle
greater payloads in aggregates yard
applications. 

With as much as a 25 per cent payload
increase, as compared to the standard 990K,
the new aggregate handler enables
customers to load trucks and railcars faster
and to move more material in load-and-
carry and stockpile management tasks.

the Cat 990K aggregate handler has a
payload of 20 tonnes and a full turn static
tipping load of 43,738kg. additional
counterweight maintains machine stability,
and robust 990K structures ensure durability
in the aggregate handler configuration. the
loader makes best use of general purpose
and coal buckets for increased volume.

the 990K aggregate handler is available in
standard lift configuration with 4,108-mm
dump clearance and in high lift
configuration with 4,569-mm dump
clearance. increased capacity and high
dump clearance enable customers to load
railcars and large trucks with a better pass
match for faster material handling at lower
cost per ton.

it complements the smaller 986K and
988K aggregate handlers in the Cat large
wheel loader line. the aggregate handler,
however, is not designed for use in quarry
face or other shot rock applications.

Building on the 990K
the new 990K aggregate handler is built on
the proven features of the 990K Wheel
loader. the 990K powertrain provides
powerful operation with superior fuel

efficiency. the Cat C27 engine powers the
loader and delivers net power of 699hp.
lower engine speed helps drive economical
fuel use. additional fuel savings accrue with
the eCO Mode (on-demand throttle),
engine-idle shutdown system, and engine-
idle kickdown/auto-resume system.

the Cat exclusive, field-proven impeller
clutch torque converter uses a lock-up
clutch, providing direct drive to boost fuel
economy, trim cycle times, and reduce
heat—especially in load-and-carry
applications.

a number of drivetrain options are
available. the integrated axle cooling and
ride control options are particularly
beneficial in load-and-carry work.

the operator station features the Cat Vital
information Management system (ViMs)

3G, which provides customisable operator
profiles, a cycle timer and an integral
payload control system, which provides on-
the-go payload weighing. the graphical
information display is easy to use and keeps
key information in front of the operator. the
Cat Comfort iii seat provides integrated seat-
mounted controls for smooth and
comfortable operation. transmission
controls, integral with the stiC steering
lever, allow convenient travel control.

the Cat detect object detection system,
available as an option, builds on the camera
system with radars and in-cab software that
provide notification to the operator when an
object is detected within the radar coverage
area. the systems are designed to enhance
operator awareness, especially in congested
loading areas.

Cat 990K Aggregate Handler loads truck.
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BuilDinG on a strong tradition, the new eC210d crawler
excavator from Volvo Construction equipment is 
equipped with a range of robust features to ensure a

superior performance.
the eC210d crawler excavator is designed with Volvo’s extensive

experience and expertise for productivity and efficient operation in
a wide variety of tasks. this machine features a robust frame
combined with optimal engine power and hydraulic pressure to
provide superior digging forces and fast cycle times for excellent
productivity in all operations.

a powerful Volvo engine works together with the machine’s
proven hydraulics to provide high torque at low rpm for the ultimate
combination of performance and improved fuel efficiency. For fast
cycle times and optimum fuel consumption, the eC210d is equipped
with intelligent work modes, including the new G4 work mode.
Operators can choose the best mode to suit the task at hand,
selecting from i (idle), F (Fine), G (General), h (heavy) and p (power
max) mode. Choosing the correct mode according to working
conditions helps with added versatility and increased productivity.

the eC210d features increased hydraulic flow for responsive,
accurate control in grading and combined operations. Operators
benefit from smoother, easier movement when travelling and lifting
simultaneously as well as better grading quality from the harmonised
boom and arm movement.

For a productive work shift, this excavator is equipped with a
spacious and safe operator environment, offering enhanced all-around
visibility, an adjustable seat and ergonomic controls. the improved cab
interior features a new i-eCu monitor that displays a range of
information for efficient operation.

Dig in to profitability
the Volvo eC210d is designed for optimum profitability. Featuring
best-in-class fuel efficiency and Volvo’s eCO mode, this excavator
lowers fuel consumption and reduces operating costs. excellent
service access and a durable design guarantee a long machine life.

the intelligent eCO mode contributes to the machine’s total
improved fuel efficiency, without any loss of performance. the design
optimises flow and pressure while maintaining digging power and
swing torque. Built with durable components for outstanding results
in all applications, the eC210d is designed to secure lasting machine
value and an excellent return on investment.

Built to ensure servicing is safe, quick 
and easy, this machine features anti-slip plates, grouped filters,
ground-level service access and centralised lubrication points. long
service intervals enhance machine availability and increase uptime
for maximum productivity.

Volvo versatility
Volvo Ce offers a comprehensive range of attachments for use in a
wide variety of tasks. the eC210d can be fitted with a selection of
buckets and breakers that work in harmony with the machine to

ensure optimal performance and profitability in any application.
With a sturdy design and built-in durability, all compatible buckets
are equipped with Volvo teeth to handle the toughest applications.

the eC210d can be equipped with either a top- or side-mounted
hydraulic breaker built to break even most demanding materials,
delivering consistent power and high breaking force. the Volvo-
designed hydraulic breaker/shear piping and quick coupler 
piping option provide optimum flow to the hydraulic attachments.
state-of-the-art auxiliary lines allow the correct flow and pressure
for special attachments.

a password-protected management system allows the operator to
pre-set and adjust the hydraulic flow from a monitor inside the cab,
providing storage for up to 20 different attachments for increased
versatility. the operator can select one or two pump flow to
maximise productivity.

Built with high quality genuine Volvo parts, the eC210d is a
durable and efficient partner in a range of applications. and, with an
extensive infrastructure of technicians, workshops and dealers,
Volvo has a comprehensive network and a variety of service options
to ensure maximum uptime and lower the total cost of ownership.

the eC210d is valid for all markets in africa and Middle east
(excluding turkey) and Cuba. �

The new excavator is ideal
for variety of tasks.

Volvo CE launches EC210D excavator
for Middle East and Africa
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aS Sole DiStriButor of uD trucks, uae-based al masaood
displayed the Quester uD truck, a new generation of heavy-duty
trucks launched in 2016 in the region and used for waste
management purposes, during the World Future energy Summit
in abu Dhabi from 14-17 January. 

the Quester is a multi-purpose truck range for a wide range of
applications, including off and on-road use, waste management,
construction, distribution and long-haul transportation. it is a
robust, strong and heavy duty truck with a combination of
global technology and Japanese craftsmanship, according to the
company.

Quester’s two engine alternatives are designed with proven
fuel-efficiency and superior performance for various applications.
the eight-litre diesel engine (GH8e) offers excellent performance
and is ideal for distribution and construction work. the 11-litre
engine (GH11e) is based on the Volvo Group’s global technology
resources in combination with Japanese manufacturing quality. �

mohamed nabih el Zeftawi, general manager of al masaood’s
CV&e Division, said, “our goal is to provide products that are
created with forethought for the environment and are focused on
the effective use of resources and reduced environmental impact.
We felt obligated to offer a brand-new uD truck that will become
a benchmark with regards to fuel economy moving forward. the
Quester carries less fuel per ton than any other vehicle that
precedes it and is a real testament to our commitment to devise
and execute effective solutions to help the process of waste
management.” 

mourad Hedna, president of uD trucks meena, added, “after
years of extensive quality control tests conducted by uD trucks
and the Volvo Group, the Quester range was developed with a
Japanese hands-on, field-oriented approach established on a
customer and factory floor perspective. it performs impressively,
provides good value and satisfies owners’ expectations in every
aspect. Quester is built and refined based on insights from
customers’ day-to-day needs and cutting-edge knowhow gained
from uD trucks’ experience in the middle east.”

Specialised waste management vehicles from UD Trucks

hiMOinsa is WOrKinG on the design of a new range of
generator sets with staGe V engines, based on eu regulation
2016/1628 for off-road mobile machinery (nrMM).

the new s5 Generators will incorporate all manner of design and
innovation features that will make it one of the most
technologically advanced and competitive products in the
european rental market.

hiMOinsa will continue to offer generator sets with stage iiia
engines for a period of up to 24 months after the new regulation
goes into effect. the transition period for generator sets with
powers of less than 56kW and more than 130kW will last until
december 2020. however, models with powers between 56 and
130KW, with stage iiia engines, will continue to be marketed until
december 2021.

S5 generator sets 
the new generator sets range comprises models with Yanmar, Fpt
and scania engines, and incorporates a new canopy design to
accommodate the machine’s new post-treatment system as well as
the electrical installations. One of the greatest innovations in the s5
generator sets will be their control panels, meticulously designed to
ensure a reliable and efficient coordination with the control panels
of the new stage V engines.

regulation (eu) 2016/1628: emissions from engines in non-road
mobile machinery
in order to gradually reduce air pollution, directive 97/68/eC, which
established requirements relating to emission limits (stages i, ii, iiia,
iiiB and iV) and type-approval procedures for engines for non-road
mobile machinery, was adopted in 1997.

in January 2017, directive 97/68/eC was repealed and
superseded by regulation (eu) no 2016/1628, which 
establishes emission limits for gaseous and particulate pollutants
(known as stage V) for engines of non-road mobile machinery, as
well as administrative and technical requirements relating to type
approval. this regulation affects products marketed from 1 January
2019. however, it provides for a 'transition' period, in which
equipment with engines manufactured in 2018, so not stage V-
approved, may be sold. 

The Quester from
US Trucks.

The new generator 
sets range comprises models with
Yanmar, FPT and Scania engines.
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New HIMOINSA generators with Stage V engines
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ManliFt has intrOduCed the first app for
powered access rental in the Middle east and
india markets.

the region’s largest specialist in the area of
working safely and efficiently at heights, Manlift
has developed the Manlift rental to make
ordering equipment easier for its customers.

david King, managing director of Manlift Group,
said, “this new online platform provides our
customers with a digital tool to simplify their way
of interacting with us.

“We are committed to delivering the best
customer experience, which now includes the
rental app. We have created a self-service rental
experience that is information-rich and is mobile
and user-friendly to our customers, who will
increasingly operate in a more digital way. the
rental app is a breakthrough technology product,
because it enables customers to browse and place
an order at any time and from anywhere using an
app on their smartphones.”

users can explore Manlift’s entire rental fleet
and gain immediate insights into the availability of
a diverse range of booms, scissors and spider lifts.

For every machine, there is a list of technical
questions that help the app user to ensure
that they are selecting the correct access
platform for the task at hand. On completion
of this process, one click will place an order
for delivery – and puts the user in touch with
Manlift’s rental experts if they have any
further questions.

the Manlift rental is part of the 
company’s digital strategy to enhance
customer connectivity and engage in new
markets. the app’s user-friendly interface also
includes live-chat functionality for additional
customer support. ultimately, the app will
enhance job-site productivity and the
customer experience.

the rental app is available in android as
well as iOs, and can be downloaded from
Google play and iOs app store.

headquartered in abu dhabi, Manlift
specialises in aerial work platforms such as
access equipment rental lifts, scissor lifts,
boom lifts, articulated boom lifts and 
vertical lifts.

the priMarY test Manager (ptM)
software from OMiCrOn supports
diagnostic tests on circuit breakers, current
and voltage transformers, rotating
machines, grounding systems, power
transformers, as well as associated
equipment such as bushings and on-load tap
changers (OltC).

the software guides users through the
testing process with comprehensive
procedures and detailed wiring diagrams.
tests can be automatically assessed in
accordance with the applicable international
ieee and ieC standards. ptM also provides
powerful reporting functionalities such as
customised, individual reports about the test
object, test results and assessment.

General improvements and new features
include: new ptM start page including direct
access to recent jobs, data management
functions and important application or
product information; new ptM screen
design in order to improve software
usability; new data visualisation for ptM
datasync ‘Web’ module users via a web
browser, for example, a dashboard showing
all existing data on the server and its history.

new power transformer testing
functionality with teStrano 600
• new cooldown test to determine the

winding temperature at the end of the
heat run procedure

• Various improvements of existing tests
and functionalities 

new power transformer testing
functionality with Franeo 800
• smaller improvements of existing tests

and functionalities

new circuit breaker testing functionality
with CiBano 500
• new circuit breaker testing library (CBtl)

which facilitates and speeds up data

entering, asset specification, test
preparation and reporting

• Various improvements of existing tests
and functionalities

new rotating machines testing
functionality with the CpC 
100 + Cp tD1
• new partial discharge high-voltage source

test including high-voltage sweeps suitable
for partial discharge measurements using
OMiCrOn’s Mpd systems

The Manlift Rental App is now available on
Google Play and App Store.

PTM 4.40 software version available from OMICRON

Manlift introduces first rental app for Middle East and India
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THe WirtGen paVinG train,
comprising two sp 1500 slipform
pavers and the tCM 180i texture

curing machine, is a key player when placing
dual-layer concrete on the a7.

the a7 is being widened between
hamburg and Bordesholm in Germany from
four lanes to six, and in some places to eight,
to ensure that the motorway remains an
efficient traffic artery. 

aiming to create a pavement which would
offer a high degree of driving comfort while
withstanding the loads of heavy-goods
traffic, the motorway consortium via
solutions nord and the joint venture arGe
a7 hamburg-Bordesholm opted for steel
reinforced concrete paving with an exposed
aggregate concrete surface when widening
the 60km stretch located in the schleswig-
holstein region. 

Bt Beton-technik Gmbh, commissioned
with the job, are specialists in concrete
pavement construction for many years.
Managing director Mirko pokrajcic relies on
technologies and machines from Wirtgen. “i
insist on 100 per cent quality – and this is
precisely what Wirtgen have been delivering
for more than 25 years.”

the work
the concrete paving work was carried out by
two Wirtgen sp 1500 slipform pavers. as the
first paver advanced, its inset mould laid the
concrete slab as specified, 14.5m wide and
23cm thick. a total of 41 curved electric
internal vibrators ensured optimum material

compaction by means of high-frequency
vibrations. dowel bars were inserted into the
fresh, pre-compacted bottom-layer concrete
at 25cm intervals parallel to the direction of
travel, and tie bars were inserted transverse
to the pavement. the top-layer concrete was
simultaneously loaded by excavator into the
receiving hopper of the belt conveyor,
transported over the top of the first sp 1500
and deposited directly on the bottom-layer
concrete in front of the second sp 1500. the
second machine compacted the material by
means of 29 electric t-vibrators, as they are
known, while paving it in a 5cm-thick layer.
the duo from Wirtgen paved some 4,000
cu/m of concrete each day in this way.

the real player
the tCM 180i self-propelled curing unit
followed hot on the heels of the pavers. With
working widths up to 18m, it is an ideal team
mate for the two sp 1500s and is the team’s
technical player. its task is to spray a special
combination of anti-evaporation agent and
surface retarder onto the new concrete
pavement. the anti-evaporation agent
protects the fresh concrete from premature
drying during its hardening phase. 

the retarder enables the surface mortar to
be swept off, exposing the high-grade broken
aggregate in the top-layer concrete. depending
on weather conditions, this can be done four
hours or more after paving. this gives the
concrete pavement the required peak-to-valley
depth and lasting grip. a curing agent is once
again sprayed over the exposed aggregate.

Key in concrete paving
unlike in the process selected for the a7, in
other countries, the tCM 180i is also used to
create the desired texture. in this process,
the machine moves a brush across the entire
concrete surface. When used in this way, the
Wirtgen texture curing machine can create a
range of different surface textures to meet
requirements. in addition to the well-
established functions of transverse brushing
and spraying, longitudinal brushing and
spraying – and even the application of a
diagonal finish – are possible. Meander
spraying is a special option: this method
permits transverse spraying during
uninterrupted travel. What is more, Wirtgen
are continually advancing the associated
components to ensure an optimum surface
texture. the brush-cleaning unit of the tCM
180i is one prime example.

Hot cleeaning
Cleaning the spray systems of curing
machines economically is something of a
challenge. Wirtgen have integrated a hot-
water system with a 90-litre tank in the tCM
180i. With this system, curing agent adhering
to the inside of the pipes can be completely
removed with water up to 60°C hot and the
entire spray system quickly and reliably
cleaned – all at the push of a button. 

“Wirtgen have struck gold with the new
hot-water system. this added practical
benefit will be a great asset to us in the
future, too,” deni pokrajcic, site manager Bt
Beton-technik Gmbh, stated. �

BT Beton-Technik used Wirtgen’s cutting-
edge paving technology to build 14.5m-wide

dual-layer concrete pavements precisely,
economically and quickly.

The ‘exquisite’ road 
technology from Wirtgen
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in DeCemBer, Haulotte
launched an app dedicated to 
help rentals, distributors and
workers identify the right machine
for the job.

the Quick positioning application
guides the user in finding the most
suitable machine for its
applications.

taking a picture of the worksite,
defining the working areas with the
potential outreach and working
conditions (inside or outside), these
few clicks are enough to identify the
right access platform. then, the
user can virtually position the
machine in the working site and
confirm the machine adequacy. a
report including the main technical
information is established.

thanks to the Quick positioning
app, users are more accurate in
their needs definition and machine
choice. they will be able to increase
productivity by identifying the
appropriate mobile elevating work
platform more quickly. they reduce
the additional costs generated by
using an inadequate aerial work
platform, and cut time-wasting
caused by looking for other models
and organising replacements.
additionally, transport costs sue to
machinery changes can be reduced,
and it helps eliminate possible
safety consequences from using
inappropriate machinery.

the app is available in several
languages and free to download
from Google play and apple Store.

Identify the right
machine with
Haulotte app

Masdar, the aBu dhabi
future energy company,
has officially launched the
first fully electric
passenger bus – eco-Bus –
in the region in
partnership with the
department of transport
in abu dhabi (dot), abu
dhabi-based bus
manufacturer hafilat
industry llC, and siemens.

the vehicle will serve a
six-stop route between
Marina Mall, abu dhabi
Central Bus station and Masdar City, abu dhabi’s flagship sustainable urban community.

the eco-Bus will be seamlessly integrated into the dot’s existing fleet, while the service will
be free until the end of March 2019. the eco-Bus has been designed to withstand the heat and
humidity of the uae climate, key performance challenges for electric vehicles.

Jointly developed by Masdar, hafilat industry llC of abu dhabi and siemens Middle east, it
seats 30 passengers and has a range of 150km per battery charge. solar panels are used to
power the eco-Bus’s auxiliary systems.

“the launch of the eco-Bus is a milestone for the uae in a number of ways,” said Yousef
Baselaib, executive director for sustainable real estate at Masdar.

“Masdar City has been an incubator of sustainable mobility technologies, including the iconic
personal rapid transport system and the naVYa autOnOM shuttle vehicle. now we are exporting
solutions beyond the city limits with our partners for the benefit of the wider community.”

“helping the uae deliver on its sustainability targets, including more environmentally friendly
mobility solutions, is a key part of our mandate at Masdar and high on the agenda at abu dhabi
sustainability Week 2019, which will showcase opportunities for further convergence of
knowledge and technologies in the pursuit of cleaner and more energy-efficient transport,”
Baselaib said.

abu dhabi’s dot was heavily involved in the pilot phase of the eco-Bus, which carried out
extensive tests of the vehicle’s technical performance as well as the user experience. siemens
provided the vehicle’s propulsion technology, while hafilat designed and built the eco-Bus.

the eco-Bus has a lightweight aluminium body and a unique water-cooling system to optimise
battery life and efficiency, even when the outdoor temperature is at its highest. the vehicle also
has a highly energy-efficient on-board air-conditioning system.

the eco-Bus is driven by a siemens traction system, which includes a gearless peM motor.
highly efficient, quiet and virtually maintenance-free, the traction system has been designed to
last the lifetime of the eco-Bus.

“this technology has been proven around the world and we’re pleased to be bringing it to the
uae for local innovation in efficient, sustainable transportation,” said uwe troeger, senior
executive vice-president, digital factory and process industries and drives, siemens Middle east.

Jointly developed by Masdar, Hafilat Industry LLC and Siemens Middle East, Eco-Bus
seats 30 passengers and has a range of 150km per battery charge.
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Masdar rolls out first all-electric bus service in Abu Dhabi
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iGel plans tO expand product lines for the multi-motor starter
system and the draw-out module. it also will set up its medium-
voltage products for a new ‘4.0 ready’ control and regulating
electronic system. 

existing iGel customers will benefit from the downward
compatibility of the innovative control electronics. it is based on
the well-known and proven control algorithms, while offering an
expanded range of functions, more user friendly, and provides easy
connectivity with automation systems.

Michael Kleiböhmer, chief executive of iGel electric, said, “the
draw-out module as well as the multi-motor starter system has
been very well received in the market this year, so that we will be

expanding both product lines in 2019. in addition, we will be
expanding and rolling out the new controlling and regulating
electronics next year in order to equip both existing and future
customers for industry 4.0 applications.” 

last year, the soft starter specialist signed new contracts for the
installation of its innovative drive solutions in the uae, Kuwait and
saudi arabia. the first multi-motor starters with integrated power
factor correction have already been installed in dubai. the starter
system facilitates a sequential start-up of several motors using a
single soft starter. in Morocco, iGel has implemented the medium-
voltage switching system MV-CW for its clients in the field of water
transportation, featuring the newly developed draw-out module. 

IGEL expands solutions in Middle East and North Africa
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